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Flechtner awarded for
teaching excellence
Tom O'Konowltz

cellence and is awarded annually to a fac ulty member in the
Valerie Flechtner, associate College of Arts and Sciences,"
professor of biology, received according to the john Carroll
the Lucrezia Culicchia Award University Bulletin. "I really
for Teaching Excellence at the like to watch the students
first faculty
grow ,"
meeting of the
Flechtnersaid.
year for the
"Not only in
College
of
their intellecArts and Scitual ability .
enceson Tuesbut also in
day.
their self-con"l
am
fidence."
deeply honPast recipiored
and
ents of the
grateful to the
award include
Culicchia
jeanne
family , "
Colleran, assoFlechtner
cia te professor
said. "I really
of English;
feel privileged
janet Larsen,
to be a college Valerie Flechtner
associate proprofessor."
fessor of psyFlechtner received a $2,000 chology; Harry Nash, professor
stipend with the award, which of ph ysics;Jerry Moreno, assis1 anincreasedf~fmm last
tanr~ malhefft:attcs:
year. The increase was in honor and David LaGuardia, profesoft he late Lucrezia Cul icchia's sor of English and new assis80th birthday, celebrated this tant academic vice president.
past weekend ,according to her
Flechtner was nominated
son, Tony, who presented the for the award last Spring, by
award to Flechtner.
MilesCoburn,chairof the biol"I want to emphasize that ... ogy department.
we continue to want this award
"She influences students
to have a great deal of input
with her enthusiasm and high
from the students," Culicchia standards," Coburn said. "She
said. Theconsiderationsof stu- establishes personal relationdent evaluations were part of ships with her students."
the criteria for the award .
Flechtner,originall y of CinHe also commented on the cinnati, received her Ph.D. from
importance of religion at Car- the University of Wisconsinroll, in addition to academics. Madison. She has been with
"You're here to do more than JCU's biology department since
teach i n the classroom," 1981 when she joined the staff
Culicchia told faculty. "If there as a visiting assistant professor.
is some opportune way you can
Flechtner received the
help them to know there is a George E. Grauel Faculty FelGod ... 1think you will be doing lowship in 1993, which prothem a greater service."
vides a paid leave to pursue reFlechtner is the seventh search and writing projects.
person to receive this award
Her main area of research
since its inception in 1990, since then has been soil microwhich was "specifically estab- biology, a field which she has
1ished to recognize teaching ex- spent much time studying.
Assistant News Editor

Clinic offers $10 flu vaccines
Melinda Janowicz
Sta ff Reporter
Forrhesecond year ina row the
on-campusclimc will adminiSter
flu vaccinations to the university
community during the weeks of
Oct. 7-11 and 14-18.
The flu vaccmeswtll be administered from 9:30-10:30a m. in the
basement of Murphy Hall. They
are $10 each, and the vaccine
should last through winter, according to Health Services nurse
Rose McHale
With so many people Irving
and work1ngatjohn Carroll Unt·
versn y.thechancesof catchmg the
flu increase McHale said She

added that the vaccine will help
keep the virus from spreading.
"It is a good idea for everyone to
get vaccinated," McHale sa1d.
"W hen students get the flu they
lose school time they can't afford
to miss." McHale said most students would probably rather pay
$10 for the shot than get the flu
and miss class.
Freshman Tom Ruff nersaidhe
would rather get the flu than take
the vaccmation shot. "If everyone
else IS getting the flu vaccination
then I won't get the flu," he said
"Why waste my $10?"
A big worry for some students
see FLU, page 2
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Homecoming festivities a success
Jessica
Grassman
Staff Reporter
Despite
some
problem s, the 1996
Homecoming Weekend festivities were
an overallsuccess,according to Student
Union
Vice
Presisdent Bishoy
Mikhail.
"l think[thedance)
was great. The whole
weekend was great,"
said MikhaiL
Homecoming
weekend began with
the annual block
party on South
Belvoir Blvd. Saturday morning. Vendors began to set up
their booths at 10a.m.
About3ljohnCarroll
University student

on Saturday outside
of the Don Shula
Sports Center. The
dance team performed and the
cheerleaders
pumped up the
crowd for the john
Carroll football
game
against
Marietta.
"I really liked
performing for the
Pep Rally and I was
glad that so many
JCU
students
showed up," said
Rochelle Nowinski,
sophomore dance
team member. "The
block party had
good school spirit
and support, not co
mention good food!"
Later
that
evening, 420 students attended john
G·Hro\ \'s Homecom-

in Seniors Monroe France and Val Williams were croYmed
teams, gathe
Sheraron City Cen·
tents along Belvoirro Homecoming king and queen this weekend.
ter.
sell anything from
Mikhail said that
hotdogs toT-shirts.
weather conditions were better, the turn-out for the dance was
According to Tim Brainard, Brainard said.
better than expected.
block party coordinator, the block
The money made at the block
"We expected to sell 200 bids,
party went well, despite the rain. party will go back to each organi- but instead we sold 210," Mikhail
"There were about $8,000 zation that earned it. Ten percent said.
worth of tickets sold, not includ- oft he money earned at each booth
According to junior Grant
ing the beer tent," said Brainard. is taxed, and the proceeds will be Varnum, there was a large variety
Tickets were $.50 each, and tickets given to Operation Focus, a Stu- of people at the dance. "There were
were needed to purchase food and dent Union project that collects a lot of faces I didn't know," he
merchandise at the booths.
canned food goods for area fami- said.
The dinner, which was catered
In past years, $10,000-$12,000 lies at Thanksgiving.
worth of tickets were sold, but
A pep rally took place at noon
see HOMECOMING, page 2

Ceremony marks Shea's coronation
President says he's at home at john Carroll
Cherie Skoczen

the charter gra nted in 1890, the
John Carroll seal and keys to the
university, Shea received his second standing ovation of the after·
noon before beginning his address.
"Today we celebrate many anniversaries, and they bring back

university in four settings: John
Carroll as a university,asJesuit, as
Rev.Johnj. Shea, SJ. was inauCatholic and in Cleveland.
gurated as john Carroll
In terms of John Carroll as a
University's 22nd president last
university, the jCU of tomorrow
Friday, Sept. 27.
will strengthen its commitment
"I think today lam at home and
to a liberal arts education, Shea
a citize n of John
said. Among other
Carroll and Clevethings, jCU will
land ," Shea said in
broaden its re"Quality, rather than quantity shall cruitmem of unhis maugural address.
dergraduate stuThe inaugura- drive this educational enterprise."
dents to make the
tion ceremony,
university more
which was origiRev. john]. Shea, SJ. diverse, Shea said.
nally planned to
"Quality, rather
take place on John
than quantity,
Carroll's from lawn, was held m many memorres,"Shea said m the shall drive th rseducational enterthe Don Shula Sports Center be- opening of his speech. ln additton pnse," he satd
cause of rain. It began with a 15 toJohn Carroll's l!Oth anntversary,
Educational excellence, integminute procession of the John Shea acknowledged the 200th an- rrty of character and readiness to
Carroll Color Guard,jesuits,john niversary of the c11 y of Cleveland render service to others are three
Carroll faculty, trustees, students, and the l50th anniversarycelebra- main attributes of ajesutt liberal
alumni, and presidents and del- tionof the Cleveland Cat holicdio- education, Shea said.
egates from the other 27 Jesuit in- cese next year Shea also said that
"We want students that are not
stitutions in the United States, as Sept. 27 is the anniversary of Pope only good at what they do, but
well as other um versH 1es
Paul Ill's offiCial approval of the also are good." he said. "We want
After being presented with the Society of Jesus in 1540.
them to leave wtth a system of
symbols of his office, including
Shea's address highlighted the
see SHEA, page 2
News Editor
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HOMECOMING
continued from page 1.
Students can still register to vote in UH
The last opportunity for john Carroll students to
register to vote in University Heights for the ovember
election will be tomorrow, Friday, Oct. 4. "I think
registering to vote in Ohio and University Heights is a
good thing for us," Student Union President Doralice
Tavolario said at Tuesday's SU meeting.
In a recent Plain Dealer article, University
Heights Mayor Beryl Rothschild said, "If you are a
taxpaying resident of this community and the
studentS are making the decisions for you, that is not
right." StudentS who wish ro register to vote in
University Heights can do so tomorrow between lJ
a.m. and 2 p.m. at tables that will be set up in the
cafeteria and the Inn Between.
Winegardner wins writing award
Mark Winegardner, associate professcr of
English, received an honorable mention for writing in
this year's Northern Ohio LIVE Awards of Achievement. The award was presented for his latest effort,
Veracruz Blues, which has received national attention.
The novel is a fictional account of the Mexican
baseball league of 1946. Winegardner has already
published three nonfiction works and is currently
working on his second novel.

by the Sheraton, consisted of
chicken stuffed wtth spinach, vegetables and dessert.
"The dinner was just O.K.," said
senior jason Goetz.
Goetz's date, sophomore Lorie
Shellito, agreed with him .
"The food was O.K.," she said.
"I've had worse."
There were also a few dinners
that were burnt ,consequentlydelaying the serving.
"I would like to apologize to
anyone whose dinner was late,"
Mikhail said.
Due to the inconvenience, the
Sheraton substituted the burnt
dinners with steaks, and Mikhail
is currently seeking a reduction in
price for the dinners.
As for the actual dancing part

SHEA
continued from page 1
values; we want them to be people
of virtue who live and choose responsibly."
In addressing John Carroll as
jesuit, Shea said the university is
aware of the challenge a Jesuit
identity involves. He said he recognizes the added value of a "vibrant"jesuit faculty. "1 accept the
challenge to attract morejesuits to
our faculty," Shea said.
In addressing john Carroll as a
Catholicinstitution,Sheasaid that
in a society that has been drif ti ng
toward secularism, John Carroll
must be concerned with maintaining its Catholic identity. "l pledge
that 'Catholic' will not be just a
window dressing here, but something of substance," he said. He
added that the university is plan-

Sexuality series to be held next week
Residence Life will sponsor a three-part
sexuality series next week. On Tuesday, Oct. 8, the
difference between HIV and AlDS will be discussed.
On Wednesday, a session titled "STD's and You" will
involve a speaker from Case Western Reserve University as well as a slide presentation. On Thursday,
"Homophobia 101," involves three speakers from the
gay and lesbian community. Each presentation will
be held from 7-8 p.m. in the Wolf-n-Pot
Hypnotist returns to Carroll
Hypnotist jim Wand will return toJCUfor a
performance in the DJ. Lorn bardo Student Center
Conference Room tomorrow, Friday, Oct. 4 at 8 p m.
The Student Union and the Student Activities Office
are sponsoring the event, splitting the hypnotist's fee
of $2,351.00.
Studenrs can visit AIDS quilt in D.C.
Tomorrow is the last day to sign up for the road
trip to Washington D.C. to see the AIDS Memorial
Quilt Service on Oct. ll and 12. The quilt, which
consists of 45.000 panels, will be unfolded to show the
names of AIDS victims. StudentS will have the
opporumty to volunteer their help to the cause
through various duties. I me rested persons can sign up
in the Student Activites office. The cost is $25.

FLU
continued from page 1.
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is that the shot will hurt , but
McHale said it is a minor shot.
Rather, students should be more
concerned with the uncomfortable
symptoms of theflu,such as headaches, vomiting, aches and pains,
fever and a sore throat, she added.
junior Raymond Sindoni
agrees. "I've gotten [flu shots] five
years in a row, and it doesn't hurt,"
he said.
The health center will be separated into two different sections
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of the Homecommg Dance, "Most
people were dancing and [they]
seemed to be enjoymg themselves," Goetz said.
Sophomore Renee Weaver said
that the disc jockey played a good
mix of music.
Mikhail, who hired the DJ.,said
that the DJ was good and reasonably priced, but he would have
liked to hear more songs by the
Dave Matthews Band.
"The name of the dance was
'Dancing Nancies and Tripping
Billies,' and [the DJI didn't play
either of those [songs!." said
Mtkhail.
Goetzadded,"The Dj.didO.K
in my book. Heplayedsomeweird
music, but I think that overall he
did a good job."
Although alcohol was prevalent at the dance, it did not seem
to present a problem, according
to Weaver.

"Alcohol was a big pan of the
dance, but it wasn't a big problem,"
she said.
Varnum agreed that, ialt hough]
most people were drinking, they
were not really out of control."
Fort hose people whodiddrink
and did not want to dnve back to
campus, or for those people who
justdidn'twant to leave the festivities right away, rooms at the
Sheraton Hotel were available.
These rooms were not included in
the price of the bid, though.
"About half of the people stayed
[at the dance] and the other ha If
came back tocampus,"Goetzsaid.
Goetz said that overall the
dance was a pretty good time.
"Most people seemed to enjoy
themselves," he said.
Weaver said that the dance gave
her the unique oppotunity to "not
worry about anything other than
having fun."

ning to offer a Catholic studies
program in the nearfuture.
Finally, in addressing john
Carroll in Cleveland, the president
said the futures of Cleveland and
JCU shall go hand-in-hand . He
recognized confrontation between the university's external
limitssuchascutsingovernmental aid, and the university's internal aspirations of financing qua 1ity programs, retaining a quality
faculty and improving technology. To meet this challenge, Shea
said the university must better
manage both its human and econom i.e resou rces.
In concl uding his address, the
president said that as the john
Carroll community prepares to
celebrate the year 2000, it must
not search only for economic resources, but also for the "soul of
[the] university."

He suggested the university
spend the next few years looking
at how far it has come and planning for what it will become.
Following the inaugural ceremony. Shea met stude ms, faculty,
staff and other guests in a reception line in the intramural gym.
A gala celebration was held in
the new president's honor Friday
night at the Great lakes Science
Center in downtown Cleveland.
Students, faculty, alumni , jesuits
and delegates from other universities were present at the three-hour
celebration.
Junior Karen Kovacic said that
the gala ce lebration was an unbelievable event. "lt was a nice way to
celebrate a really special occasion,"
she said. "It was neat for students
and faculty to spend some time
together somewhere other than a
classroom setting."

during the flu vaccination program.
One section will be used to examine sick patients, while the
other will be used to administer
vaccinations to those who wish
to avoid the flu.
A doctor will be on the premisesduringthe period from 9:3010:30 a.m. while the nurses administer the shots.
The shots are given on a firstcome, first-serve basis. McHale
said patientsmustread and sign a
waiver and pay a $10 fee before
the shot is administered.
Once the vaccine is administered, the patient must wait in the
office for ten to fifteen minutes to
make sure there are no side effects.
Students and faculty should
keep this waiting period in mind

to ensure they are not late for class,
McHale said.
"It is smart for everyone to get
vaccinated,' McHale said. 'Especially people with long-term or
chronic illnesses."
The f1 u shot will keep a person's
immunesystem functioning properly without the threat of infection, she said.
The benefits of getting a vaccination far outweigh the disadvantages of getting the vaccination,
said McHale.
The vaccination program was
a success last year with a majority
of teachers, students and faculty
on campus receiving the shot,
McHale said.
McHale sa id that she hopes everyone on campus will take advantage of the vaccination program again this year.
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U.S. appears ready to two-term Clinton
Joe Wholley
Asst. Int. News & Business Editor

With President Bill Clint on
ahead of Bob Dole in some polls by
at least twenty points, many are
asking how it is possible that a
man with such a shady past can
be winning the race wi t h such a
lead. Why are people planni ngon
voting for him?

Commentary
Clinton has almost always
been in the midst of scandal. Between Whitewater and his alleged
extramarital affairs, it often
seemed doubtful that he would be
a two-termer. People have always
talked about his trickery and he
was dubbed "Slick Willie" by the
press early on in his term. Many
have told pollsters rhattheydo not
approve of Clinton's character or
his moral standing, but that they
intend on voting for him anyway.
His past ha sn't seemed to affect
the choice of the voters, leaving
his opponents to question why he
is so success! ul.
One answer could be the
public's lowered expectations of
politicians. It is a growing trend
for Americans to expect elec ted
officials to be immoral liars, making th e character and conduct of
the presidential candidate less of
an issues than it once was. The
idea that the most moral candidate is not necessarily the best
candidate may be a prevailing
theme this yea r.
Clinto n's success 1s alsc due, m

pan, to tremendous luck. A year
ago, Clinton's stra tegists thought
that they would have to wage a
campatgn that highlighted minor
accomplishments, such as his
signing of the Family Medical
Leave Act and his support of the
Brady Bill. Then luck stepped in
The economy began strengtheningand stayed strong, and according to many surveys, the Ameri can people believed that the nation was beginning to head in the
right di~ection.
Of course, Clinton did what he
could to cash in on the turning of
the tide. For exam pie, he told a
crowd in St. Louis that the current
economicalstateisdue to his planning, although itwasactuallydue
to the genius of Alan Greenspan,
head of the Federal Reserve Board,
and his troops. Much of the public
does not realize that Clinton was
not a major factor in the current
econom ic state of America. But
with the economy in suc h good
standing, many do not want to
oust the president who is seen as
responsible for boosting it up.
Luck stepped in a second time
for Clinton, iromcally, when the
Republicans gained power of the
Congress. When the voters replaced Democrats with Republicans last year, they made it clear
that they wanted change. When
the voters saw the changes that
were proposed by the GOP,
however. many got scared. These
people see Clinton as protection
from the Republican s' 1deas of
change beca use he has been so
successful at opposing them on
seve ralissues thusfar. For Clmton,

the Republican majority in Congress could actua lly help him get
reelected
Luck is not the only factor that
has assisted Clinton m h ts successful campaign. His ability to
work the crowds, his eloquence
and his intelligence have all contributed to hts ability to win over
voters. He often addresses h1s audiences with sincerity and
strength, no matter how small or
insignificant the issue he is
speaking on is. Clinton also mixes
so many different ideas and
images together when he talks
that he is usually able to inspire
the crowds and stir their emotions
with ease. These traits often
overshadow his shady past.
Dole's unsuccessful presidential campaign has also helped
Clinton. Dole has never had a large
loya l following, and has never
clearly stated his pla ns for
America if he is elected. Dole's
campaign flaws and his bland
image have made Clinton's campaign look even stronger than it
actually is.
All of these factors are making
the Clinton campatgn successful.
despite the obstacles that cou ld
have caused the entire campaign
to be a disaster for him.
While ·Bill Clinton does not
have th e most reputable past,does
not seem to be the most moral
candidate, and does not necessarily have a group of strong
supporters, he just might be
proving that you don't absolutely
need to be a Boy Scout (or an exmi litar y man) to win preside nti al
elections.
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Ben &Jerry's president resigns
The first professional president of Ben&: Jerry Homemade
Inc., Robert Holland Jr., announced last week that he will resign
after just 20 months with the company. A spokesperson for the
financially atling ice cream manufacturer, which has given the
world 'Cherry Garcia,' "Chunky Monkey' and other premium
flavors, did not say why Holland is leaving the company. Holland,
a management consultanr, was hired to head the Waterbury, Vt.
company after beating out 25,000other contestants in a nationwide essay-writing contest that asked why the contestant was
qualified to head the company. Company officials stated that
there will not be another contest to find Holland's successor.

Canadian Broadcasters ban American programs
The Canadian Broadcast Corp. (CBC), a publicly supported
network of television stations in Canada, announced last week
that they are banning several American television shows from
airing on their channels. The CBC stated that the programs,
including such shows as The Fresh Prince of Bel Air and Tht
Simpsons, replaced the viewers' loyalty to Canada with envy of
American c ulture. The CBC plans on replacing the programs
with shows that promote Canadian loyalty.

Senate takes continuing look into Tailbook scandal
The Senate Armed Services Committee has decided to slow
down the promotion process of naval officers who continue to be
under investigation for possible involvement in the 1991 U.S.
Navy Tail hook convention. These officers continue to be plagued
by their artendance at the convention , while just last week, 16
other officers present at Tail hook (but smce cleared of charges)
were promoted. Thirty-one officers who attended Tailhook have
since been promoted, while the remaining candtdates for promotion continue to be investigated for their alleged involvement in
the sexual harassment scandal.

World Briefs were co mpiled by Knstc11 SchrH•rdler,lnt.News&
8u sines1l:ditor. and joe Who!!ey, As~i !ant ltll News & 8u1iness
Edit o r. w!th t he atdo{w1rc st>u rrc~.
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HOMECOMING

NEWS BRIEFS

continued from page 1

Students can still register to vote in UH
The last opportunity for John Carroll students to
register to vote in University Heights for the November
election will be tomorrow, Friday, Oct. 4. "1think
registering to vote in Ohio and University Heights is a
good thing for us," Student Union President Doralice
Tavolario said at Tuesday's SU meeting.
In a recent Plain Dealer article, University
Heights Mayor Beryl Rothschtld said, "lf you are a
taxpaying resident of this community and the
students are making the decisions for you, that is not
right." Students who wish to register to vote in
University Heights can do so tomorrow between ll
a.m. and 2 p.m. at tables that will be set up in the
cafeteria and the Inn Between.
Winegardner wins writing award
Mark Winegardner, associate professor of
English, received an honorable mention for writing in
this year's Northern Ohio LIVE Awards of Achievement. The award was presented for his latest effort,
Veracruz Blues, which has received national attention.
The novel is a fictional account of the Mexican
baseball league of 1946. Winegardner has already
published three nonfiction works and is currently
working on his second novel

SHEA
continued from page 1
values; we want them to be people
of virtue who live and choose responsibly."
In addressing John Carroll as
Jesuit, Shea said the university is
aware of the challenge a Jesuit
identity involves. He said he recognizes the added value of a "vibrant" jesuit faculty. "I accept the
challenge to attract morejesuits to
our faculty," Shea said .
In addressing john Carroll as a
Catholic institution,Sheasaid that
in a society that has been drifting
toward secularism, john Carroll
must be concerned with maintaining its Catholic identi ty. "1 pledge
that 'Catholic' will not be just a
window dressing here, but something of substance," he said. He
added that the univer ity is plan-

Sexuality series to be held next week
Residence Life will sponsor a three-part
sexuality series next week. On Tuesday, Oct. 8, the
difference between HIV and AIDS will be discussed.
On Wednesday, a session titled "SID's and You" will
involve a speaker from Case Western Reserve University as well as a slide presentation. On Thursday,
"Homophobia 101," involves three speakers from the
gay and lesbian community. Each presentation will
be held from 7-8 p.m. in the Wolf-n-Pot.
Hypnotist returns to Carroll
Hypnotistjim Wand will return to JCU for a
performance in the OJ. Lombardo Student Center
Conference Room tomorrow, Friday, Oct. 4 at 8 p.m.
The Student Union and the Student Activities Office
are sponsoring the event, splitting the hypnotist's fee
of $2,35l.OO.
Srudenrscan visilAIDSquilrin D.C.

Tomorrow is the last day to sign up for the road
trip to Washington D.C. to see the AlDS Memorial
Quilt Service on Oct.ll and 12. The quilt, which
consists of 45,000 panels, will be unfolded to show the
names of AIDS victims. Students will have the
opporunity to volunteer their help to the cause
through various duties. Interested persons can sign up
in the Student Activites office. The cost is $25.

FLU
continued from page 1

Nclo\KBritfs wcrcctunp•lcd by Torn O'Konow•tz.a~nlant ntwsc:d•rar.
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of the Homecoming Dance, "Most
people were dancing and !they!
seemed to be enjoytng themselves," Goetz said.
Sophomore Renee Weaver said
thatthedisc jockey played a good
mix of music.
Mikhail, who hired the Dj.,said
that the Dj. was good and reasonably priced, but he would have
liked to hear more songs by the
Dave Matthews Band.
"The name of the dance was
'Dancing Nancies and Tnpping
Billies,' and !the Dj.l didn't play
either of those (songs!," said
Mtkhail.
Goetz added, "The OJ. did O.K.
in my book. Heplayedsomeweird
music, but 1think that overall he
did a good job."
Although alcohol was prevalent at the dance, it did not seem
to present a problem, according
to Weaver.

"Alcohol was a big part of the
dance, but it wasn'ta btg problem,"
she said.
Varnum agreed that,ialthough]
most people were drinking, they
were not really out of control."
For those people who did drink
and did not want to drive back to
campus, or for those people who
just didn 't want to leave the festivities right away, rooms at the
Sheraton Hotel were available.
These rooms were not included in
the price of the bid, though.
"About half of the people stayed
!at the dance] and the other half
came back tocampus,"Goetzsaid.
Goetz said that overall the
dance was a pretty good time.
"Most people seemed to enjoy
themselves," he said.
Weaver said thatthedancegave
her the unique oppotunity to "not
worry about anything other than
having fun ."

ning to offer a Catholic studies
program in the near future.
Finally, in addressing john
Carroll in Cleveland, the president
said the futures of Cleveland and
JCU shall go hand-in-hand. He
recognized confrontation between the university's external
limits such as cuts ingovernmental aid, and the university's internal aspirations of financing quality programs, retaining a quality
faculty and improving technology. To meetth is challenge, Shea
said the university must better
manage both its human and economic resources.
In concluding his address, the
president said that as the john
Carroll community prepares to
celebrate the year 2000, it must
not search only for economic resources, but also for the "soul of
[the! university."

He suggested the university
spend the next few years looking
at how far it has come and planning for what it will become.
Following the inaugural ceremony,Shea met students, faculty,
staff and other guests in a reception line in the i ntram ural gym.
A gala celebration was held in
the new president's honor Friday
night at the Great Lakes Science
Center in downtown Cleveland.
Students, faculty, alumni , Jesuits
and delegates from other universities were present at the three-hour
celebration.
Junior Karen Kovacic said that
the gaLa celebration was an un believable event. "ltwasa nice way to
celebrate a really special occasion,"
she said. "lt was neat for students
and faculty to spend some time
together somewhere other than a
classroom setting."

during the flu vaccination program.
One section will be used to examine sick patients, while the
other will be used to administer
vaccinations to those who wish
to avoid the flu.
A doctor will be on the pre·
misesduringthe period from 9:30l0:30 a.m. while the nurses administer the shots.
The shots are given on a firstcome, first-serve basis. McHale
said patientsmustread and sign a
waiver and pay a $10 fee before
the shot is administered.
Once the vaccine is administered, the patient must wait in the
offlce for ten to fifteen minutes to
make sure there are no side effects.
Students and faculty should
keep this waiting period in mind

to ensure they are not late for class,
McHale said.
"It is smart for everyone to get
vaccinated,' McHale said. 'Especially people with long-term or
chronic illnesses"
The flu shot will keep a person's
immunesystem functioning properly without the threat of infection, she said.
The benefits of getting a vaccination far outweigh the disadvantages of getting the vaccination,
said McHale.
The vaccination program was
a success last year with a majority
of teachers, students and faculty
on campus receiving the shot,
McHale said.
McHale said that she hopes everyone on campus will take advantage of the vaccination program again this year.

I

Friday,

I

is that the shot will hurt, but
McHale said it is a minor shot.
Rather, students should be more
concerned with the uncomfortable
symptoms of the flu,such as headaches, vomiting, aches and pains,
fever and a sore throat, she added.
Junior Raymond Sindoni
agrees. "I've gotten !flu shots] five
years in a row, and it doesn't hurt,"
he said.
The health center will be separated into two different sections

:I

:

:
I

by the Sheraton, consisted of
chicken stuffed with spinach, vegetables and dessert.
"The dinner was just O.K.," said
senior Jason Goetz.
Goetz's date, sophomore Lorie
Shellito, agreed with him.
"The food was OK," she said.
"I've had worse.'
There were also a few dinners
that were burnt ,consequently delaying the serving.
"I would like to apologize to
anyone whose dinner was late ,"
Mikhail said.
Due to the inconvenience, the
Sheraton substituted the burnt
dinners with steaks, and Mikhail
is current! y seeking a reduction in
price for the dinners.
As for the actual dancing part
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U.S. appears ready to two-term Clinton
Joe Wholley
Asst. Int. News & Business Editor

With President Bill Clinton
ahead of Bob Dole in some polls by
at least twenty points, many are
asking how it is possible that a
man with such a shady past can
be winning the race with such a
lead. Why are people planning on
voting for htm7

Commentary
Clinton has almost always
been in the midst of scandal. Between Whitewater and his alleged
ex tramarital affairs , it often
seemed doubtful that he would be
a two-termer. People have always
talked about his trickery and he
was dubbed "Slick Willie" by the
press early on in his term. Many
have told pollsters that they do not
approve of Clinton 's character or
his moral standing, but that they
intend on voting for him anyway.
His past hasn't seemed to affect
the choice of the voters, leaving
his opponents to question why he
is so successful.
One answer could be the
public's lowered expectations of
politicians. lt is a growing trend
for Amencans to expect elected
officials to be immoral liars, making th e character and conduct of
the presidential candidate less of
an issues than it once was. The
idea that the most moral candidate is not necessarily the best
candidate may be a prevailing
theme th ts year.
Clinton's success is also due, in

part, to tremendous luck. A year
ago, Clinton's strategists thought
that they would have to wage a
campaign that highlighted minor
accomplishments, such as his
signing of the Family Medical
Leave Act and his support of the
Brady Bill. Then luck stepped in.
The economy began strengthening and stayed strong,and according to many surveys, the American people believed that the nation was beginning to head in the
right direction.
Of course, Clinton did what he
could to cash in on the turning of
the tide. For example, he told a
crowd in St. Louis that the c urrem
economical state is due to his planning, although it was actually due
to the genius of Alan Greenspan,
head of the Federal Reserve Board,
and his troops. Much of the public
does not realize that Clinton was
not a major factor in the current
economic state of America. But
with the econom y in such good
standing, many do not want to
oust the president who is seen as
responsible for boosting it up.
Luck stepped in a second time
for Clinton, ironically, when the
Republicans gained power of the
Congress. When the voters replaced Democrats with Republi cans last year, they made 1t clear
that they wanted cha nge. When
the voters saw the changes that
were proposed by the GOP,
however, many got scared. These
people see Clinton as protection
from the Republicans' ideas of
change because he has been so
successful at opposing th em on
severa tissues th us far. For Chnton,

the Repubhcan majority in Congress could actually help him get
reelected.
Luck is nor the only factorthat
has assisted Clinton m hts successful campaign. His ability to
work the crowds, his eloquence
and his intelligence have all contributed to his ability to win over
voters. He often addresses his audiences with sincerity and
strength, no matter how sma II or
insignificant the issue he is
speaking on is. Clinton also mixes
so many different ideas and
images together when he talks
that he is usually able to inspire
the crowds and stir their emotions
with ease. These traits often
overshadow his shady past.
Dole's unsuccessful presidential campaign has also helped
Clinton. Dole has never had a large
loyal following, and has never
clearly stated his plans for
America if he is elected. Dole's
campaign flaws and his bland
image have made Clinton's campaign look even stronger than it
actually is.
All of these factors are making
the Clinton campaign successful,
despite the obstacles that could
have caused the entire campaign
to be a disaster for him.
While ·Bill Clinton does nor
have the most reputable past, does
not seem to be the most moral
candidate, and does not necessartl y have a group of strong
supporters, he just might be
proving that you don't absolutely
need to be a Boy Scout (or an exmilitary man) tow in presidential
elections.

Ben &:Jerry's president resigns
The first professional president of Ben & Jerry Homemade
Inc., Robert Holland Jr., announced lasr week that he will resign
after just 20 months with the company A spokesperson for the
financially ailing ice cream manufacturer, which has given the
world 'Cherry Garcia,' 'Chunky Monkey' and other premium
flavors, did notsaywhy Holland is leaving the company. Holland,
a management consultanr, was hired to head the Waterbury, Vt.
company after beating out 25,000other contestants in a nationwide essay-writing contest that asked why the contestant was
qualified to head the company. Company officials stated that
there will not be another contest to find Holland's successor.

Canadian Broadcasters ban American programs
The Canadian Broadcast Corp. (CBC), a publicly supported
network of television stations in Canada, announced last week
that they are banning several American television shows from
airing on their channels. The CBC stated that the programs,
including such shows as The Fresh Prince of Bel Air and The
Simpsons , replaced the vtewers' loyalty to Canada with envy of
American culture. The CBC plans on replacing the programs
with shows that promote Canadian loyalty.

Senate takes continuing look into Tailbook scandal
The Senate Armed Services Committee has decided to slow
down the promotion process of naval officers who continue to be
under investigation for possible involvement in the 1991 U.S.
Navy Tailhook convention. These officers continue to be plagued
by their attendance at the convention, while just last week, 16
other officers present at Tail hook (bm since cleared of charges)
were promoted. Thirty-one off1cers who attended Tail hook have
since been promoted, while thercmainmgcand1datesfor promotion continue to be investigated for their llegcd involvement in
the sexual harassment scandal.

World Briefs were com11i!cd by Kristen Sell nerdier, [nt. New~&
Business l::dttor, and joe Wholley, ANstant lllf . News & Business
I::J itor w~th theart!n{w1rc sources.
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JCU skater jumps toward medical career
Junior perfects the science of biology and double axels
grade ," Bradley
said.
Staff Reporter
Her last skatDebbie Bradley got her first pair of ice
skates for Chnstmas when she was 7 years mg coach was a
medical student
old.
"1 went out to the rink and found lloved who really enwatching the older kidsjumpmgand spm- couraged her toward pursuing a
ning," she sa1d. "1 wanted to do that."
By the age of 9, she was competing. To- career in the
day, as a professwnal ice skater,she has com- medical field.
Bradley, who
peted locally as well as in six states. She has
even competed in Canada. "l...enjoy the commutes to
excitement of jumpingandspinningon the Carroll from her
home in Mentor,
1ce," she said.
Bradley, a junior b1ology major at john O hio, wanted to
Car roll University, began taking ice skating stay in the
lessons at 8 years old . Today she teaches Greater Cleveboth ice dancing and f reestyleskating from land Area so
that she could
beginning to competition levels.
"I like to see people progress at their own continuetocompete.
level," she said.
Happy with
Although she has been sidelined in her
own individual performance by a car acci- her decision to
dent last December, Bradley hopes to re- attendjCU, Braturn to the ice and be compet ing in shows dley said, "l really like the
Stacy Mlros

Year: Senior
Major: Soc1ology
Nickname: Rock
What are your favorite sports? :
I like softball, soccer and rugby.
What is the most eccentric
thing you have ever done?:
Bungee JUmping. I did it one time in
Myrtle Beach.
D e scribe your ideal road trip:
My closest friends and I would go
anywhere we dec1ded to in a
convertible. We'd make no plans
beforehand.
Favorite color: Blue, because I
love water and lakes.
Favorite joke: I can't say. It
wouldn't be appropriate.
What do you usually do to
cure your boredom?: At home I
mountain bike, hike, go out boating
or go horseback riding. At John
Carroll I workout. in-line skate, play
catch or go out with my friends.
ln-.,..<~ by /Wia
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Film Brief:
Sam Sublty
Entertainment Editor
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PrimaryColors:Travolta waltzes

lliner

20317 VanAken Bl vd . (VanAken Shopping Center)
NW Comer of Van Aken & Warrensville Center Rd. 991 · 8640

They say bad habits are hard to
brea k,but seldom are they so profitable. Yo ungjoey Kli ne was probabl y one of t hose kids who always
forgot to pu t hi s name o n his multiplication tables a nd was docked
whole letter grades. Then he grew
up and forgot to put his name on
an entire book called PrimaryColorsand wound up rocketing to the
top of the best-seller lists.
Now his novel is in thehandsof
movie gur us looking for a land-

slide at the box -office. Of primary
concern for Primary Colors the
movie is who will fill the lead role
of presidenti a l ho peful Jack
Stanton. Word is, unless Bob Dole
gets a w hole lot younger, President
Cli nton will be too busy to tryou t.
Director Mike Nichols, however,
thi nks he's fou nd his man in suave
j oh n Travolta. But ca n Travolta
stay alive in the heated rea lm of
politics? Says Clinto n about the
choice: ' l th ink somebody ought
tomakesomemoneyon that thing
using their own name.'
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Ej. Thomas Performing Arts Hall with performances a t 5:30 and
8.30 p.m. Copperfi eld is famous fo r stunts such as making the
Statue of Libertydisappear and walking th rough the Great Wall of
China. Tickets are available for both shows starting at $29.50 and
up to $39.50. Also at E.j., Broadway's rock 'n' roll musica l Greasd
celebrates the era of hoola-hoopswith two performances to morrow,
Oct. 4 and Sa t urday, Oct. Sat 8 p.m.
each evening. Grease! relives the super- .
cool 'SOs w ith the love s tory of Danny
Zuko, king of the Burge r Palace Boys,
and transfer student Sandy
Dum browski. Tickets are $29and $26.
Ca ll Ticketmasterat24l-5555 for both
Copper £ield and Grease! tickets.

Com ing AtLractions we re co mpi led by Sa m Subity. Artwork
byj e.f!Knei le. Dates and ti mes are su bject to change.

you're

1

6:30a.m. ~ 9 p-.m.

All folks SICk lO
death of doing the
•
Macarena can get
down to the Cleveland of
Museum of Anforaf resh look
at how the lndian gods used to
boogie before time began In
Dance of the Gods: Indian An
Inspired by Music, sculptures
portray the gods of the Hindu
pantheon in theirre lationsh1ps
wJth mus ic a nd dance,
L--.4~~~~~
capturing in stone and bronze
Th<Oe.,.•l.noJ::z:..,:~..,.•...,l-or-:-,-.J" the agile whirling of mortals,
Siva as the King of Dance
deit ies, and demon . Part of
northern Ohio's ·lndiaFest '96,'
the ex hibition will be on viewattheCMA now through December
8. Museum hours are Tuesday, Thursday and Friday, lOa.m.wS:'fS
p.m~ W ednesday, 10 a.m. to 9:45p.m~ Sa turday, 9a.m. to4:45 p.m
and Sunday, I p.m. to 5:45p.m. Parking IS available for a s ma ll
c harge but admission on a ll d ays is free.

Don't you
know what

,--------

r--------
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Primarily fiction
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1

321-3469

Hollywood is maxed ou t on origina l ideas, 2 days in the Valley is a
ref reshi ng return to o r iginality
and imagination.
john Herzfeld, the film's write r
and director, assembles a talented
cast which make this d rama/comedy/suspense come a li ve.
2daysgives many of its actors a
chance to depa rt fro m the same
old cha racte rthat they always play. 2 days: Dosmo (Danny Aiello) eats lunch while he holds Susa n
For example, Ter i Ha tcher goes (Glenn Headly) a nd her bo ss hostage.
from bei ng the sweet and helpless
Lois Lane character on Lois and this movie is that it 's hard to do so there's a realness about the movie.
Clarh,toa buf fOlympicskierwho without giving a synopsis of the It could all happen and the charhas a bone-b reak ing brawl w ith whole thi ng. The characters have acterscould even be our next-door
newcomer Charli ze Theron.
so much dep th and we see them neighbors.
Noth ing is what it seems in this
Oneoft hemos t impressiveper- from so m any different aspects
fo rmances,and departures, comes that we don't knowwhetherto li ke movie. j ust togiveonedetailabout
from Jeff Daniels of Dumb and them or hate them. It's an erne- the fil m gives away a crucial piece
Dumber fame. ln 2 days he plays a tiona! roller coaster that won't quit. of th e story t hat you will need to
cop who teeters on the edge.
He rzfeld uses visual transitions enjoy it. And don't you hate it
Dann y Aiello stars as a bun- thatleadfromscenetoscene. One w hen someone tells you w hat's
gling hit m an, not a big~each from second, the aud ience see a wall going to happen before you see a
, . . . . . . - - - - - - - - : - - - - - - - - - , and hear a bunch of ice movie?
2days in th e Va lley isoneof the
FLICK PICK: 2da_ysintheValley cubes cl ic king toget her top movies of the yea r. It's not
(Sor
ry,
scene
can't
be
ex.
1
~
plaine d decently in a non-stop ac tion like Th e Rock, or
~
R4TIMGz 9 out of 10 newspaper.) Then there's suspenseful like Missio n: ImposL..------------~ another wall and the sibl e (How ma ny times did you
some of hisotherfilms, but at least sound of water boiling. Magically, have to see it to understand what
w as going on?), or funny li ke The
thi s hit man has a heart of gold . the movie flips to anothe r scene.
Adm ittedly, th is movie is struc- Nutty Professor. But it's all of these
And o nce aga in, James Spade r
plays a really nasty bad guy. Let's tured li ke Pulp Fiction-but it's movies and more. Just go see it.
'Besides, aren't you just a little
just say he makes his Prettyi n Pinh better. There's more comedy and
cunous
about what the do with
the
characters
all
are
destined
to
character look like a saint.
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The best bet
for theater
lovers this
weekend happens to be no
farther tha n a five-minute
walk away. john Carroll
Unive rsity Depa rt ment of
Communications presents
BcttuNowThanEver,written
and directed by Scott Henk le. This is a mu lti-media perlorm ance
on the nature of communication in the age of the mformation
super-highway. Theshowopenstomorrow,Friday,Oc t.4at8p.m.
and runs0ct.S,alsoat8 p.m., and Oct.6at 2 p.m. in Klein Television
Studio in the O'Malley Center,John Carroll University. The play
continues Thursday,Oct.lO through Saturday, Oct l2,all shows at
8 p.m., with a final pe rformance o n Sunday, Oct.l3 at2 p.m. For
tickets, call 397-4428.

Theater

int o new role.

O N GDARAND LEE

$1 AND $3 Sp€Cl A LS

too great
With movies like Sgt. Bilko,
Mission: Impossible, and A Very
Brady Sequel trying to prove that

wanted to do that."

5

Coming Attractions

Andrea Tracy

"/ went out to the rink
and found /loved
watching the older kids
jumping and spinning. I

hAppy hOUR 4-7 p.m.
ffiONuPty tt)RU
SPttURuPty

2days

Staff Reporter

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - • people and the
atmosphere at
Carroll."
But Bradley's
second
love
takes her away
from the ice and
into the biology
jcnmfer Talllsman
As Bradle y closely e xamines s lides in t he bio
lab.
lab, she thinks of he r fut ure a s a doctor.
Bradley's interest m science
has led her to a
Recreation Pavilion th ree days a week. "I
Debbi.e Bradley project in th ejCU biology lab.
am us ually o n the ice by 6 a.m. a nd I teac h
She is curre ntly doi ng rese arch fo r for a n hour to an hour a nd a half." She then
Valerie Flechtner, associate professor of bi- comes to school to d o research for a few
ology. The project involves the cultivating hours, attends classes and works out. Th,en,
by May.
Bradley skated all through high sc hool of soi algae in orde rtostim ulate th e algae's after an already full d ay, s e goes back
and qua li fied to compete at the h;ghest growt h.
hom e to study.
Bradley has also done research at Case
possible level , the senior lad y. "This is the
"It gets trying at times and l usually try
compet ition that you see on TV," she said. Western Reserve University through a gram to go to bed by 9 or 10 p.m.," she said.
Althou gh from th e Keck Founda tion.
Bradley hopes to continue to skate in
She spent this past sum mer working at shows a nd teach skating w hile a ttending
Bradley still desires to o ne day the imm unology lab at CWRU. "lt was a med ica l school.
THE WORLD IS YOUR
com pete in the good experience of do ing serious resea rch,"
"If ldo someday become a doctor, I m igh t
Olympics, she she said.
OYSTER.
go into judging com petition," she sa id . This
Oy'"'"""' good for you and poople will lhink yoo are culiured Curren t ly has
Brad ley said t hat she would rather work
way, Brad ley would still be ac tive in the
-~~ ~ her sight s se t w ith patients instead of do ing research . Sh e sport b ut it would not involvethe timecomLet the Carroll News be your oyster.
on
m edica l hopes to attend medical school either a t mitm ent of being com petiti ve.
Case o r the Universit y of Cinci nnati. She
school.
"I h ave a l - would idea lly like to go into t he orthopeways had a n in - dics field . Bradley said that her experience
Clarifi cation: In the Sept . 26 issue it was
terest in science w ith athletes will be particularly helpfu l
inaccurately reported that the RHA was resin ce l wo n a in this field .
spon siblefortrip sto TowerCityand the Rock
Brad ley's day usuall y begins a 4 a. m. She 'n Roll Hal l of Fame. Th e Studen t Un ion is
sci ence aw a rd
in th e s ix t h teach es sk at m g at th e Clevel a nd Heigh ts
credited for sponso ring th ese eve nts.
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The Skiers' Ed9e invites all jCU students to come
and visit your neighborhooa's newest ski ~pecialty
shop. Present your JCU l.D. for 10% off any
purchase during October.
*25% off any in-line skates or accessories
*Special JCU prices on all Oakley sunglasses

doing?!
Aren't you sick of being called Generation X and everybody
thinking you are a lazy, apathetic , waste of a brain? Doesn 't
it bother you that your professors think you don't care about
any issues besides what bars are having Happy Hour?
])!

K2*Head*Tyrolia*Marker*Solstice*Columbia*Oakley
Chums*Wigwam*Switch*Hyper*Aipina*Vans*Atomic
3471 Fairmount Blvd.
Cleveland Heights, Ohio 44118
(216)371-6900
5 minuft.s from c~pus

L---------------
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H~! I carel I work two jobs and an unpaid
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JCU skater ju111ps toward medical career
Junior perfects the science of biology and double axels
Stac Mlros
Staff Reporter

Year: Sen1or
Major: Sociology
Nickname: Rock
What are your favorite sports?:
l lii<e softball, soccer and rugby.
What is the most eccentric
thing you have ever done?:
Bungee jump1ng. I did it one time in
Myrtle Beach.
Describe your ideal road trip:
My closest friends and I would go
anywhere we deoded to in a
convertible. We'd make no plans
beforehand.
Favorite color: Blue, because I
love water and lakes.
Favorite joke: I can't say. lt
wouldn't be appropriate.
What do you usually do to
cure your boredom?: At home l
mountain bike, htke, go out boat1ng
or go horseback riding. At John

Debbie Bradley got her first pair of ice
skates for Christmas when she was 7 years
old.
"1 went out to the rink and found !loved
watching the older kids jumping and spin ning," she said . "I wanted to do that."
By the age of 9, she was competing. Today, as a professional ice skater, she has competed locally as well as in six states. She has
even competed in Canada. "l...enjoy the
excitement of jumping and spinning on the
ice," she said.
Bradley, a JUnior btology major at John
Carroll Umversity, began taking iceskating
lessons at 8 years old. Today she teaches
both ice dancing and freestyle skating from
beginning to competition levels.
"I like to see people progress at their own
level," she said.
Although she has been sidelined in her
own individual performance by a car accident last December, Bradley hopes to return to the ice and be competing in shows

"/ went out to the rink
and found /loved
watching the older kids
jumping and spinning. I
wanted to do that."
Debbie Bradley

by May.
Bradley s kated a ll tl1rough hig h school
Carro ll I workout, in-line skate, play
and
qualified to compete at the htghest
catch or go out w1th my friends.
possible level , the senior lady. "This is the
inl""""oo ,~ by liMo Dl Fronco.
competition that you see on TV," she said.
pholo coortesy of Sport> lolo!mat>011
Although
Bradley still desires to one day
THE WORLD IS YOUR
compete in the
Olympics, she
OYSTER.
0ySij:r$ are good for )OU and people Will think yau are Cultun:d
C Uf rent 1Y h aS
bo<ausc yoolite them .
her sights set
Let the Carroll News be your oyster.
on
medical
school.
"I have alwayshadaninterest in science
since I won a
science award
in the sixth

ameli's

grade ," Bradley
said .
Her last skating coach was a
medical student
who really en couraged her toward pursuing a
career in the
medica l field .
Bradley, who
commutes co
Carroll from her
home in Mentor,
Ohio, wanted to
stay in the
Greater Cleveland Area so
that she could
continuetocompete.
Happy with
her decision to
attendjCU , Bradley said, "I really like the
people and the
atmosphere at
Carroll."
But Bradley's
second
love
takes her away
from the ice and
into the biology
J tnn~f tt T:allisnun
As Bradley closely examines slides in the bio
lab.
lab, she thinks of her future as a doctor.
Bradley's interest In sCience
has led her to a
Recreation Pavilion three days a week. "I
project in thejCU biology lab.
am usually on the ice by 6 a.m. and I teach
She is currently doing research for
for an hour to an hour and a half." She then
Valerie Flechtner, associate professor of bi- comes to school to do research for a few
ology. The project involves the cultivating hours, attends classes and worksouL Then,
of soil alga e in ord erto stim ulate the algae's after an alrea y ru day, she goes back
growth.
home to study.
Bradley has also done research at Case
"It gets trying at times and I usually try
Western Reserve University through a grant to go to bed by 9 or lO p.m.," she said.
from the Keck Foundation.
Bradley hopes to continue to skate in
She spent this past summer working at shows and teach skating while attending
the immunology lab at CWRU. "lt was a
medical school.
good experience of doing serious research,"
"lfldosomeday become a doctor, !might
she said.
go into judging competition," she said. This
Bradley said that she would rather work way, Bradley would still be active in the
with patients instead of doing research. She sport but it would not involve the time comhopes to attend medical school either at
mitment of being competitive.
Case or the University of Cincinnati. She
would ideally like to go into the orthopedics field . Bradley said that her experience
Clarification: In the Sept. 26 issue it was
with athletes will be particularly helpful
inaccur-ately reported that the RHA was rein this field.
sponsiblefor trips to TowerCitya nd the Rock
Bradley's day usually begins a 4a.m. She
'n Roll Hal! of Fame. The Student Union is
teaches skating at the Cleveland Heights
credited for sponsoring these events.
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2days
too great
to miss

Coming Attractions
The best bet
for theater
lovers this
weekend happens to be no
farther than a five-minute
walk away. john Carroll
Universt ty Department of
Commu ni cations presents
Better Now Than Ever, written
and directed by Scott Henkle. This is a multi-media performance
on the nature of communication in the age of the information
super-highway. The show opens tomorrow, Friday, Oct. 4 at8p.m.
and runs0ct.5,alsoat8p.m.,and0ct.6at 2 p.m.in Klein Television
Studio m the O'Malley Center,John Carroll University The play
continue Thursday,Oct. 10 through Saturday,Oct.l2,a ll shows at
8 pm., with a final performance on Sunday, Oct. 13 at2 p.m. For
tickets, call 397-4428.

Theater

Andrea Tracy
Staff Reporter

With movies like Sgt. Bilko,
Mission: Impossible, and A Ver-y
Brady Sequel trying to prove that
Hollywood is maxed out on original ideas, 2 days in the Valley is a
refreshing return to originality
and imagination.
John Herzfeld, the film's writer
and director, assembles a talented
cast which make thisdrama/comedy /suspense come alive.
2daysgives many of its actors a
chance to depart from the same
old character thattheyalways play
For example, Teri Hatcher goes
from beingthesweetand helpless
Lois Lane character on Lois and
Clark,to a buff Olympic skier who
has a bone-breaking brawl with
newcomer Charlize Theron.
Oneofthemostimpressiveperforma nce s, and departures, comes
from jeff Daniels of Dumb and
Dum ber fame. In 2 days he plays a
cop who teeters on the edge.
Danny Aiello stars as a bunglinghitman,notabigreachfrom

ORY$htt F.nttnalnmem

2 days: Dosmo (Danny Aiello) eats lunch while he holds Susan
(Glenn Headly) and her boss hostage.

this movie is that it's hard to do so
without givi ng a synopsis of the
whole thing. The characters have
so much depth and we see them
from so many different aspects
tha t wedon 't know whether to like
them or hate them. It's an emot iona! rollercoasterthat won'tquit.
Herzfeld uses visual transitions
that leadfromscenetoscene.One
second, the audience see a wall
r---------------:-'----------, and hear a bunch of ice
FLICK PICIC: 2 da. ys in theValley cubes clicking together
(Sorry, scene can't be ex1.
&:::,
plained decently in a
~
ltATIMGs 9 out of 10 newspaper.) Then there's
'-----------------------___.another wall and the
some of his other films, but at least soundofwaterboiling. Magically,
th is hit man has a heart of gold. the movie flips to another scene.
Admittedly, this movie is strucAnd once again, james Spader
plays a really nasty bad guy Let's tured like Pulp Fiction-but it's
JUSt say he makes his Pretty in Pinh better. There's more comedy and
the characters all are destined to
cha racter look like a saint.
~'!""'

there's a realnessaboutthe movie.
It could all happen and the characters could even be our next-door
neighbors.
Nothing is whatitseems in this
movie. just togive oncdetailabout
the fi1 m gives away a crucial piece
of the story that you will need to
enjoy it. And don't you hate it
when someone tells you what's
going to happen before you see a
movie?
2days in the Valleyisoneof the
top movies of the year. It's not
non-stop action like The Rock, or
suspenseful like Mission: Impossible (How many times did you
have to see it to understand what
was going on?), or funny like Tile
Nutty Professor. But it's all of these
movies and more. just go see it.
Bestdes, a ren't you just a little
cunous about what the do wi th

Primarily fiction
slide at the box-office. Of primary
concern for Primary Colors the
They say bad habits are hard to movie is who will fill the lead role
break, but seldom are they so prof- of presidential hopeful Jack
itable. YoungjoeyKlinewasprob- Stanton. Word is, unless Bob Dole
ably one of those ktds who always gets a whole lot younger, President
forgot tO put his name on his mul- Clinton will be too busy to tryout.
tiplication tables and was docked Director Mike Nichols, however,
whole letter grades. Then he grew thinks he's found his man in suave
up and forgo t to put his name on John Travolta. But can Travolta
an entire book ca lledPrimaryCol- stay alive in the heated realm of
orsand wound up rocketing to the politics? Says Clinton about the
choice: "l think somebody ought
top of the best-seller lists.
Now his novel is in the hands of tomakesome money on that thing
movie gurus looking for a land- using their own name."

Sam Sublty

Entertainment Editor

'
'
PrlmaryColors: Travolta waltzes
into new role.

SAtURDAy
$1 AND $3 spECl.Pl LS
Draft Specials during Happy Hour
Guinness, Harp, Cider, Murphy's

3. !Bt i.n. the pu1£11ct of d? oyafty
2 . E xpni.tnct tfu d? tfa :rci.n.9 7:'>Uzn ..:Styft
1. 1:uttn to af[ 6 !Tt11ion.1 o{ tht .dVlacaun.a

321-3469

9-..u-Sal.
6:30a.m. ~ I a.m.

The Skiers' Edge invites aII JCU students to come
and visit your neighborhood's newest ski specialty
shop. Present your JCU I. D. for 10% off any
purchase during October.
*25% off any in-line skates or accessories
*Special JCU prices on all Oakley sunglasses

Bud Light Draft Special
seven days a week
21 AND OVER pLEAS€

~ 6:30a.M. ttJ 9 P.""

Lou·~

lliner

20317 VanAken Blvd. (VanAken Shopping Center)
NW Corner of VanAken & Warrensville Center Rd. 991-8640

3471 Fairmount Blvd.
Cleveland Heights, Ohio 44118
(216)3 71-6900
5 minutes from canpus

Can you fee l the magtc in the air? Ma 1 ian David
Copperfleld makes h is only area appearan eo the
Ej. Thomas Performing Arts Hall wlrh performances at 5:30 and
8:30p.m. Copperfield is famous for stunts such as making the
Statue of Libertydisappearand walking through the Great Wallo[
China. Tickets are available [or both shows starting at $29.50 and
up to $39.50. Also at EJ, Broadway's rock 'n' roll musical Grease!
celebrates theeraof hoola-hoopswith two performances tomorrow,
Oct. 4 and Saturday, Oct. 5 at 8 p.m.
each evening. Grease!relivesthesuper-.
cool '50s with the love story of Danny
Zuko, king of the Burger Palace Boys,
and transfer student Sandy
Dumbrowski. Tickets are$29and$26.
Call Ticketmasterat24l-5555for both
Copperfield and Grease! tickets.

Comir1g Attractions were compiled by Sam Subity. Artwork
by]elfK neile. Dates and times are subject to change.

Aren't you sick of being called Generation X and everybody
thinking you are a lazy, apathetic, waste of a brain? Doesn't
it bother you that your professors think you don't care about
any issues besides what bars are having Happy Hour?
!)(

K2*Head*Tyrolia*Marker*Solstice*Columbia*Oakley
Chums*Wigwam*Switch*Hyper*Aipina*Vans*Atomic

All folks sick to
death of doing the
•
Macarena can get
down to the Cleveland of
Museumof Artforafreshlook
at how the Indian gods used to
boogie before time began. In
Dance of the Gods: Indian Art
Inspired by Music, sculptures
portray t he gods of the Hindu
pantheon m their relationships
with music and dance,
L--J~~t:=~~
capwring in stone and bronze
Thtc~r..•l•nd:;:;..,. ..,.•.~o-moi7A_.n the agile whirling of mortals,
Siva as the King of Dance
deities, and demons. Pan of
northern Ohio's 'lndtaFest '96,"
the exhibition will be on view at the CMA now through December
8. Museum hoursareTuesd ay,Thursdayand Friday,l0a.m.to5A5
p.m .; Wednesday, 10 a.m. to 9:45p.m; Saturday, 9 a.m. to 4:45p.m.
and Sunday, 1 p.m. to 5:45 p.m. Parking is available for a small
charge but admtssion on all days is free.

Don't you
know what
you're
doing?!

10.

hAppy hOUR 4-7 p.m.
CDONDAy 'Lt)RU

5
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Hey' J care' I work two jobs and an unpaid
internship and I take 18 credit hours and I'rn
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Women's soccer plays three OT games
Despite injuries Blue Streaks win one and tie two
Matt Rayl
Sports Reporter

The John Carroll women 's soccerteam playedenoughsoccerthis
past week to last an enure season,
withthreegamesinfivedays The
Streaks posted a record of 1-0-2 in
three double overtime games at
Wasmer Field.
The week began with a thrillingvictoryagainstOACopponent
Muskingum. An evenly played
first half ended at 1-l, as sophomore April Protzik scored with
3:06 rem a in in g. Her shot high over
the Muskies' goalkeeper came off
an assist from junior Oona
Blakemore.
JCU (2-5-2, 2-1 OAC) applied
offensive pressure on the Muskies
fcrthe first ten minutes of the second half . Overall, the Streaks
outshot Muskingum 45-11 for the
game. They took the lead on the
first of two goals by junior Shannon Sullivan. With the ball on the
Muskingum side of the field for
most of the half, a victory was
within striking distance. Sudden! y, things changed drastica II y
with 19:10 left in regulation.
Not only did the Muskies tie
the game at 2-2, but junior starter

Worlds
Knowledge

Jen Lamielle badly sprained her
ankle while helping defend the
goal. Her injury will keep her out
of action for three to four weeks.
Coach Kellie Leeman was visibly
upset with the officiating up to
tha t point, and then even moreso
because one of her players had
been injured.
After neraly two extra periods,
the Streaks pulled out the win on
a penalty kick bySullivan,hersecond goal of the game and sixth of
the year. Unfortunately for the
Streaks, Sullivan, the team's leader
in goals scored, assists and points,
took an elbow to the head and suffered a mild concussion. She
would sit out the next two games
against Geneva and St.john's.
"lt was a very competitive
game," commented Coach
Leeman. "We were in a dogfight,
losing two starters in the process. I
thought the kids played really
well. lt was a great win for us,
especially because it was an OAC
game."
Leeman was pleased with the
increase in thenumberof shots on
goal, but remarked that the team
was not finishing enough. Several
missed scoring opportunities by

both teams could have ended the
game in regulation.
Two days later, against the
Golden Tornadoes of Geneva, the
Streaks tried fort heir third straight
win. Freshmen Ash lie Sager and
Maureen Mohney each sparked
the offense by scoring the first
goals of their respective college
careers. Mohney's score seemed to
put the Streaks ahead for good,
until Geneva tied the game with
only ten minutes remaining.
"I was really excited to score
my first goal," said Mohney.
Once again, there were plenty
of chances to score, especially in
the ovenimes. ]CU outshot the
Tornadoes 26-12, but didn't capitalize against Geneva's overmatched defense. The Streaks
couldn't produce any game-winning theatrics this time as the contest ended 2-2.
John Carroll's second tie in as
many games came on Sunday
against another non-conference
opponent,St.Mary'sCollege. They
had more shots on goal for the
fourth straight game, outshooting
the Bells 43-8. After 120 minutes,
the final score was 1-1. Fatigue
finally started to affect the

Freshman Maureen Mohney dribbles past a St. Mary's defender in
a game that ended tied 1-1.
undermanned Blue Streaks who
were playing the second straight
game without Lamielle and
Sullivan. Coach Leeman commented that the three games in
five days really felt more like four
games with all the extended play.
"I give the girls a lot of credit.
Theydidn'tgiveup,"said Leeman.
"There's probably a lot of tired, sore
bodies out there."
Leeman also mentioned that
Annie Klelkamp was extremely
influential in the team's perfor-

mance last week. She felt that the
senior, by giving 100 percent all
the time and playing everywhere
on the field, set the tone for the rest
of the team.
Klekamp deflected attention
from herself, instead giving credit
to her teammates for the team's
steady improvement from the beginning of the season.
"Everything seems to be coming together now that we're getring used to playing wirh each
other," said Klekamp. "l thmk we
really look good, and hopefullywe
can keep winning. We're very excited toplayB-W,since they're our
foeCapitalinfourgames,and took major rival."
Carroll played the cross-town
home the first place hardware.
rivalry
Tuesday, as it hosred B-W
"We played more determined
because it was our last tournament at Wasmer Field. With the Yellow
and we had not won one yet," said Jackets first in the OAC standings
sophomore Leslie Dissel, who and the Streaks tied for second
picked up 237 digs last weekend . place, th e ret urn of two sl arters to
the lineu was a welcome addiJ'ft!sJnnan
we e muc more con ent now
when we have togotofivegames.· Laura Mcintyre, who started the
Weitbrecht believes that the first three contests of the season,
game experience from tourna- was back in action after missing
ment play will prove helpful and six games with a pu lied hip flexor.
that last weekend's win will give The Streaks couldn't march the
Jackets attack and fell6-0.
the Streaks a boost.
The Streaks wrap up their
"The best dose of medicine was
for us to have that Ohio Wesleyan seven-game homestand tomorrow
Tournament. By ending [tourna- afternoon at 4 p.m. against Lake
mentseason]ona high note, it gives Erie College. They hit the road
us a lot of momentum going into again next week with OAC contests against Capital and Hiram.
theOACs"

V-ball wins OWU Tournament, loses OAC opener
Kevin Bachman
Sports Reporter

Waterho

The full power of knowledge rests in its application. At
Price Waterhouse, we excel at utilizing knowledge to irs
full power, and the results are reflected in our success
stories around the globe. From day one, we turn the
world into your classroom with our intensive training
program and ongoing career development that enable you
to acquire new knowledge and apply it effectively. As part
of our Management Consulting team, you will have
opportunities for assignments in some of the most
dynamic emerging markets in the world as we help global
top-tier clients solve complex business problems.

To be considered for an interview,
please sec the Student Career
Development Office as soon as possible.

The John Carroll volleyball
team lost the battle of Ohio Athletic Conference heavyweights
Tuesday night,fallingtorival Ohio
Northern three games to two in
the Don Shula S rts Center in
oorh teams con erence opener.
The Polar Bears and Blue
Streaks have been the cream of the
OAC crop since 1992. Last year, the
Polar Bears beat the Streaks twice
before John Carroll got the best of
them in a dramatic, come-frombehind, five game victory in the
NCAA Division Ill Tournament.
In 1994, ONU also beat the
Streaks in the regular season before John Carroll got revenge in
the tournament. Tuesday's loss
possibly sets the stage for yet another rema tch between two of the
top teams in the Great Lakes Region in this yea r's post season.
In Tuesday's first game, the
Streaks used excellent passing to

win 15-ll. ONU came back and
took games two and three 15-12,
15-4. Not backingdown,John Carroll battled back to win game four,
16-14, in the longest game of the
day
The fifth game was tight from
innin .A
the
overru e a ca
a me JU ge
that would have givenJCU a 12-11
lead. Instead, it was 12-11 ONU,
and they went on to win 15-12.
Next up for the Streaks. is Saturday,October5at0tterbein.They
return home Tuesday to face
Baldwin-Wallace at 6:30p.m. in
the Don Shula Sports Center.
The Streaks began the week by
winning their first tournament of
the year at the Ohio Wesleyan lnvi.tational. With the tOurnament
victory, the Streaks improved w
17-6 overall Three of the Streaks'
five matches went five games.
They began the tournament by
dropping the first two games
against Hanover before rail ying to

l'tiR~

Price Waterhouse
Price

Waterllou~e

LLC

Management Consultir1g

GOOD

WEEKLY
INCOME

opportunity! IWls.A.s.E.:

Wednesday, October 9

YOUR TEAM IS WAITING

nament, t e trea s a ost
matches in their two previous
tournaments when they lost the
fifth game of those matches.
They began play in the
tournament's second day with an
easy win over Wilmington , 15-2,
15-2, 15-1 After another five game
win over Depauw in what
Weitbrechtsaid was the most impressive fifth game win of the
tournament, Carroll ousted OAC

processing mail lor
national company! Free
supplies, postage! No
selling! Bonuses! Start
immediately! Genuine

Interviews wil1 be
conducted on campus

To put the power of knowledge behind your future,
we invite you to learn more about career opportunities at Price Waterhouse by visiting our Website at
http://www.pw.com, and by reading the information we
have provided to your on-campus career center. We are
proud to be an equal opportunity employer.

win the final three. After defeating Hanover,JCU beat host school
Ohio Wesleyan, in five games.
"Winning those five set
matches might have taken a monkey off of our ba ck ," coach
Gretchen Weitbrecht said.

Wllk IM THI B411~1MT

Monday Night Football
$2.25 Big Buds, Free pizza at halftime
Tuesdays
$1.50 Domestics Bottles
Wednesdays
Heineken and Amstel Specials, 15 cent wings
Thursdays
The Janglers Unplugged, Guinness Specials
FRIDAY, SEPT. 27

from 9- 1
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Women's soccer plays three OT games

Despite injuries Blue Streaks win one and tie two
Matt Rayl
Sports Reporter

The john Carroll women's soccer team playedenoughsoccerthis
past week to last an entire season,
withthreegamesinfivedays. The
Streaks posted a record of 1-0-2 in
three double overtime games at
Wasmer Field.
The week began with a thrilling victory against OACopponent
Muskingum . An evenly played
first half ended at 1-l, as sophomore April Protzik scored with
3:06remaining. Her shot high over
the Muskies' goalkeeper came off
an assist from junior Oona
Blakemore.
JCU (2-5-2, 2-1 OAC) applied
offensive pressure on the Muskies
for the first ten minutes of the second half. Overall. the Streaks
outshot Musk ingum 45-11 for the
game. They took the lead on the
first of two goals by junior Shannon Sullivan. Withtheballonthe
Muskingum side of the field for
most of the half, a victory was
within striking distance. Suddenly. things changed drastically
with 19:10 left in regulation.
Not only did the Muskies tie
the game at 2-2, but junior starter

Worlds
wledge ·

Jen Lamielle badly sprained her
ankle while helping defend the
goal. Her injury will keep her out
of action for three to four weeks.
Coach Kellie Leeman was visibly
upset with the officiating up to
that point, and then even moreso
because one of her players had
been injured.
After neraly two extra periods,
the Streaks pulled out the win on
a penalty kick by Sullivan, her second goal of the game and sixth of
the year. Unfortunately for the
Streaks,Sullivan, the team's leader
in goals scored, assists and points,
took an elbow to the head and suffered a mild concussion. She
would sit out the next two games
against Geneva and St.John's.
"It was a very competitive
game," commented Coach
Leeman. "We were in a dogfight,
losing two starters in the process. I
thought the kids played really
well. It was a great win for us,
especially because it was an OAC
game."
Leeman was pleased with the
increase in the num berof shots on
goal, but remarked that the team
was not finishing enough. Several
missed scoring opportunities by

both teams could have ended the
game in regulation.
Two days later, against the
Golden Tornadoes of Geneva, the
Streaks tried for their third straight
win. Freshmen Ash lie Sager and
Maureen Mohney each sparked
the offense by scoring the first
goals of their respective college
careers. Mohney's score seemed to
put the Streaks ahead for good,
until Geneva tied the game with
only ten minutes remaining.
"l was rea II y excited to score
my first goal," said Mohney.
Once again, there were plenty
of chances to score, especially in
the overtimes. JCU outshot the
Tornadoes 26-12, but didn't capitalize against Geneva's overmatched defense. The Streaks
couldn't produce any game-winning theatrics this time asthecontest ended 2-2.
john Carroll's second tie in as
many games came on Sunday
against another non-conference
opponent, St. Mary's College. They
had more shots on goal for the
fourth straight game, outs hooting
the Bells 43-8. After 120 minutes,
the final score was l-1. Fatigue
finally started to affect the

Freshman Maureen Mohney dribbles past a St. Mary's defender in
a game that ended tied 1·1.
undermanned Blue Streaks who mance last week. She felt that the
were playing the second straight senior, by giving 100 percent all
game without Lam ielle and the time and playing everywhere
Sullivan. Coach Leeman com- on the field,set the tone fort he rest
mented that the three games in of the team.
five days really felt more like four
Klekamp deflected anention
games with all the extended play: from herself, instead giving credit
"I give the girls a lot of credit. to her teammates for the team's
They didn't give up," said Leeman. steady improvement from the be"There's probably a lot of tired, sore ginning of the season.
bodies out there."
"Everything seems to be comLeeman also mentioned that ing together now that we're getAnnie Klelkamp was extremely ting used to playing with each
influential in the team's perfor- other," said Klekamp. "I think we
really look good, and hopefully we
can keep winning. We're very excited to play B-W, since they're our
foe Capital in fourgames,and took major rival."
Carroll played the cross-town
home the first place hardware.
rivalry
Tuesday, as it hosted B-W
"We played more determined
because it was our last tournament at Wasmer Field. With the Yellow
and we had not won one yet," said jackets first in the OACstandings
sophomore Leslie Dissel , who and the Streaks tied for second
picked up 237 d1gs last weekend. place. the return of two starters to
the hneu was a welcome addl"
6Hf n. fttsltman
we e muc more con ent now
when we have togo to five games." Laura Mcintyre, who started the
Weitbrecht believes that the first three contests of the season,
game experience from tourna- was back in action after missmg
ment play will prove helpful and six games with a pulled hip flexor.
that last weekend's win will give The Streaks couldn't match the
Jackets attack and fell6-0
the Streaks a boost.
The Streaks wrap up their
"The best dose of medicine was
for us to have that Ohio Wesleyan seven -game homestand tomorrow
Tournament. By ending !tourna- afternoon at 4 p.m. against Lake
ment seasonlona high note, itgi ves Erie College. They hit the road
us a lot of momentum going into again next week with OAC contests against Capital and Hiram.
the OACs."

V-ball wins OWU Tournament, loses OAC opener
Kevin Bachman
Sports Reporter

Waterho

The full power of knowledge rests in its application. At
Price Waterhouse, we excel at utilizing knowledge to its
full power, and the results are reflected in our success
stories around the globe. From day one, we turn the
world into your classroom with our intensive training
program and ongoing career development that enable you
to acquire new knowledge and apply it effectively. As part
of our Management Consulting team, you will have
opportunities for assignments in some of the most
dynamic emerging markets in the world as we help global
top-tier clients solve complex business problems.

To be considered for an interview,
p1case sec the Student Career
Development Office as soon as possible.

The John Carroll volleyball
team lost the battle of Ohio Athletic Conference heavyweights
Tuesday night,falling to rival Ohio
Northern three games to two in
the Don Shula S rts Center in
ooth teams con erence opener.
The Polar Bears and Blue
Streaks have been the cream of the
OACcropsince 1992. Last year, the
Polar Bears beat the Streaks twice
beforejohnCarroll got the best of
them in a dramatic, come-frombehind, five game victory in the
NCAA Division IJI Tournament.
In 1994, ONU also beat the
Streaks in the regular season before john Carroll got revenge in
the tournament. Tuesday's loss
possibly sets the stage for yet another rematch between two of the
top teams in the Great Lakes Region in this year's post season.
In Tuesday's rirst game, the
Streaks used excellent passing to

win 15-ll. ONU came back and
took games two and three 15-12,
15-4. Not backingdownjohn Carroll battled back to win game four,
16-14, in the longest game of the
day:
The fifth game was tight from
tl.te
innin . t overru e a ca
y a me JU ge
that would have givenjCU a 12-11
lead. Instead, it was 12-ll ONU,
and they went on to win 15-12.
Next up for the Streaks is Saturday, October 5at0tterbein. They
return home Tuesday to face
Baldwin-Wallace at 6:30 p.m. in
the Don Shula Sports Center.
The Streaks began the week by
winning their first tournament of
the year at the Ohio Wesleyan Invitational. With the tournament
victory, the Streaks improved to
17-6 overall. Three of the Streaks'
five matches went five games.
They began the tournament by
dropping the firsttwo games
against Hanover before rallying to
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nesmaces

nament, t e trea s a ost
matches in their two previous
tournaments when they lost the
fifth game of those matches.
They began play in the
tournament's second day with an
easy win over Wilmington, 15-2,
15-2,15-3. After another five game
win over Depauw in what
Weitbrechtsaid was the most impressive fi£th game win of the
tournament, Carroll ousted OAC

processing mail lor
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win the final three. After defeating Hanover,JCU beat host school
Ohio Wesleyan, in five games.
"Winning those five set
matches might have taken a monkey off of our back," coach
Gretchen Weitbrecht said.
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Carroll football defeats Marietta 38-ll, remains undefeated
Brian Murphy
Sports Reporter
Maybe Mariena came inEO
Saturday'sgame againstjohn Carroll a liu le too confident.
Since last year's 21-21 tie with
jCU. Marietta won nine of ten
games including ns first two of
the 1996 season by a combined
score of 90- 18.
But, Manetta'sconfidence level
must be huning after the 38-11
d r ubbing ir received at the hands
of john Carroll last Saturday..
As if the battle for first place in
the OAC was not enough incentive for the Blue Streaks, a desire
for respect inspired them.
"They didn't respect us at all,"
sa td senior defenstve end Scott
O'Donnell (14 tackles, three sacks).
"Thei r coach said the only team

they had to contend with was
Mount. That got me fired up."
The Pioneers (2-1, l-1 OAC),
who came into the game ranked
eighth in Diviston Ill by Football
Gazette, kicked a field goal on the
game's open tng posession. The 30 deficit marked the first points
scored against the Streaks this year.
Carroll (3-0, 2-0 OAC) responded quickly on tts first offensive play when senior tailback
Carmen llacqua outraced everyone for a 73-yard touchdown.
just before halftime, JCU increased Its lead. Sophomore quarterback Nick Case rio made senior
linebacker London F letcher 's
fumble recovery worthwhile by
finding llacqua in the end zone for
a 26-yard touchdown strike.
A minute and a half span in the

1htrd quarter broke the game wide
open fort he Streaks. A£ ter senior
JasonGoldbergconnectedon a27yard field goal, senior free safety
Scott Youmell intercepted a pass
which had bounced off the hands
of a Marietta receiver. He weaved
45 yards to the endzone for his
first career interception return.
Two plays later, senior linebacker
Chris Anderson made a s1milar
pickoff. Case rio again made good
on a turnover by hooking up with
IlacquafortheTD. Inaspanofone
minute and 23 seconds, the score
ballooned from 14-3 to 31-3.
AfterCaseriofmished thejCU
scoring with a TD run of his own,
ONU running back Dante Brown
added an incidental touchdown
and two point conversion to post
the final score of 38-11.

Men's soccer tops two ranked opponents
Steven R. Colaianni
Assistant Sports Editor
T he john Carroll men's soccer
team faced a major gut check last
week and responded in fine fashion, picking up three impressive
wins on the road.
Last week's first contest saw the
Streaks post their best offensive
outpu t of the season in a 3-l VIC toryoverthe Denison Big Red. The
sent or tandem of Brady Brosnahan
and Adrian Del Bussohandled the
scoringdmiesfor the Streaks while
j uni or goalkeepe r Grant Mas t
stopped l4of the BigRed's21 shots.
Senior Ryan Caudill assisted
Brosnahan's first scoreas_)CU was
tied wtth the Big Red at halftime,
H . jCU pulled away after the
break , however, as Del Busse convened on a penalty kick a nd
Brosnah a n added the third goa l
off an assist from Junior Mike Pap.
Games two and three took th e
St reaks to the Wilmington College Kiwam Socce r Classic for a

pair of tough match ups. Saturday,
JCU posted a 1-0winover Bethany
College. the fifth-ranked team in
the NCAA Mid-Atlantic Region.
Brosnahan was the offensive star
once again as he tall ied his fourth
goal of the season on a penalty
kick with 15:06 remaining in the
first half. Mast again anchored
th e defense, making Jlsaves.
JCU rode its momentum in to
last Sunday's match up with tournament host Wilmington College,
cur ren tl y ranked sixth in the
Great Lakes Region. This time
sophomore forward j on Bowman
was the hero, recordi ng his first
goal of the season with 36:00 left
in the second half as Carroll took
home the tournament mle with a
1-0 triumph. Mast was superb
aga•n, reg•stenng seven saves en
route to being named Most Valuable Defensive Player for the tournament. Mast has posted four
shutouts and allowed only seven
goals this season.

"We had a stellar weekend, and
we're very h appy," Mast said.
"[Agains t
Bethany
and
Wilmington] we knew we had
nothing to lose. We knew that if
we won, it would turn our season
around . Bethany was a better
tea m, but Wilmington was a better game. Bethany tested us, but
they didn't have a lot of opportun ities."
By winning the Wilmington
Classic for the first time in four
years, the Streaks (5-4, 2-l OAC)
raised their record over the .500
mark for the first time this season.
Despite the team's recent success, Del Busso cautions, "We are
not playing up to our sta ndards.
We need to play good soccer for 90
minutes, not just in spurts."
j CU tries w extend their winning strea k this week with two
OACmatches.jCUplayed atcrosstown rival B-WTuesday night and
will host Capital at Wasmer Field
Saturday in a 2 p.m. contest.

The defense did an excellent
job of holding Brown, who came
intothegameas the leading rusher
in Division III, to only 80 yards on
the ground, and showed Conte every last inch of the Wasmer Field
turf. When the john Carroll defense was not busysacking Come,
it was constantly pressuring and
knocking him down .

"We shut down the run early
and made them pass the ball," said
Anderson who made ll tackles.
"And when the quarterback
sprinted out we sent either myself
or Fletcher from the outside to get
htm."
JCU, now ranked tent h in Division Ill by Football Gazette, will
visit Otterbein on Saturday.

CC runs in the rain
Stephanie Fox
Sports Reporter
Mother Nature was nota sports
fan last weekend, or at least not a
cross country fan . Imagine going
out fora hard weekend jog when it
is pouring rain, there is standing
water and mud everywhere and
the wind is directly in you r face .
So no, Mother Na ture didn't have
the John Carroll cross country
teams in mind last Saturday when
she decided to water the earth.
Overcomingadversity has been
a strong point for the men's team
lately. No matte r how many times
the men's team has been knocked
down , they never give up. Along
with the horrendous weather, the
men's team is also con tinuing to
struggle with injuries and sickness. They are few but migh ty,
and they never give up.
"T he weather was terrible,"
coach Don Stupica said . "It had
been ra ining all night and continued to rai n all day, but the guys
didn't give up."
The men finished in llth place
and were once again led by sophomore James Van Dress. Van Dress
finished in 15th place with a time
of 30:28.
•Those Wen: rhe Sl:!cond"WOrst

weather condi tions I've ever co mpeted in," Van Dress stated. "I was
surprised how well! finished , despite these conditions."
With six meets still rem ai ning
this season , the men's team are
improving and pulling together
as a team .
"We have seen improvement
overt he pastfew weeks," Van Dress
said. "Our numbers are down, and
wearestrugglingwith injuries. But
we wi ll get through it somehow.
We definitely have the work ethic.
Everyone cares about the team,

and we care about improving."
The men's team is young and
inexperienced overall, bur coach
Stupica believes Van Dress will
provide some necessary leadership.
"He's not one for words, but he
is an excellent example by his
work ethic," Stu pica commented.
"He is a consistent runner and always gives a good effort."
The women's team has the same
optimistic attitude as the men 's
team, and the weather didn't stop
them from running hard either.
They placed third our of nine
te ams last weekend a nd were
agai n led by freshman Debb ie
Pagano, whofinishedsecond overall with a time of 21:50.
"She is really on top of the
game," coach Ka thy Lanese said.
"S he is a step a head of everyone
and doing a fine job. "
Following righ t behind Pagano
was fellow fresh man Molly Mayer,
who placed ninth overa ll wit h a
timeof22:24.Comingin 12th place
was junior Pen ny Roxas who finished with a time of 22:37. Also
finishing in the top 20 was senior
Amy Fenske who finished 19th
overall wi th a time of 23:06.
"The te'am worked really h-ard '
an d was very dedicated ," Fenske
said , "but the course was a
mess.....even though it was kind of
fu n."
The outlook is bright for both
teams,and the season is stil l young.
Next weekend both teams will be
competing in the Mount Union
Invitational. This will be a tough
meet for both squads and a true
testof how they stand at this point.
"It's always good to go head to
head with conference reams,"
Lanese said, "so that we can see
where we stand."
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Baseball Playoffs •96: A look ahead

theEbch
tre b~gi~ningofOltobder brings crispair,applecider;dry l~ave~, and the_baseball playoffs(except in 1994) This year, like every year; bringsfew surprises to
M . asLe a P ayo~r~- n genera an as usual, the_teams wtth the best pttchmg are stdl standing in October. The one exception being the Baltimore Orio les who led the
aJor eagues tn o11 ense bludgeonmg thet r oppostt wn to deat h tn thts record setting homerun year.
Now that the Bravesand Dodgers, Yanheesand Rangers, Pad res and Cardi nals,and Orioles and lndiansare ready tosquareoffin the '96 Playoffs, here's a quick rundown
Jonathan Kase
Sports Editor
Under The Arch in St. Louis, t he Cardinalsareon a last victory lapforOzzieS mith.
He and fellow veterans like Ron Gant,Gary
Gaetti,MikeGallego,and Denn is Eckersley
all team with manager Tony LaRussa to
give th.e Red Birds a solid nude us of players
w ho have be en to the Series before. This
isn't eno ug h, and Ozzie's victory lap will
end when the St. Louis falls in t he first round.
The San Diego Padres are saying prayers
of thanks. Led by the NLs number one
MVP candtdate, Ken Caminiti, the Padres
have momentum on their side after sweeping and stealingt hedivisionfrom LA in the
season's fina l regula r season series. SO will
ride big mo' past the Cardina ls in four.
Li cking their wounds in Los Angeles are
the Dodgers. They lost t heir last four games
and th ei r division lead to fintsh the regular
season. LA now has to face the defend in g
Lchamps,At lanta. LA does have a strong,
pitching staff with sta rters H ideo Nomo,
Ramon Mart inez, and close r Todd Worrell
but this is not enough tO help the team with
the NL:s second worst offense by average
and th trd worst by runs scored to overcome
the Braves. LA will fall in fo ur games.
Things are not all "Peachy" in Tu r nerland, however. The Braves are notthesame
team that they were in '95. They stumbled
into the playoffs wit h just enough stre ngth
to hold off th e All-Bargain team from
Montreal in the final week of the season.
They still have great pitching, includ ing
the run away Cy Young candidate, john
Smaltz, and didn't hurt themselves in obta i ·
· d
ff

a little battered, the Yanks have three big
things in their favor. One is the strength of
the bullpen. Closer john WeueTand is the
"jose Mesa" of l996and set-up man Mariano
Rivera, deserving of Cy Young consideration, dominates in a glory-less role. Another, two words: Bernie Williams. He's
baseball's most underrated centerfielder.
Watch a nd enjoy. Lastly, New York dominated Cleveland all season long both at
home and at The jake. NY wi ll beat Texas
in five and give Cleveland a great series.
ln a twist of fate, Baltimore again is
linked to Cleveland. The Orioles bashed
their way to the playoffs, hitting the most
homers by one tea m in one season. They are
led by the most unlikely of power hitters,
Brady Anderson. However, if the long-ball
is absent, so too are runs and victories. The
O's have only the lOth best pitching staff in
theALandsurrenderedseven run s per game
to Cleveland in the regular season. Not only
that, but they have to face baseball's hottest
team an d baseball's hottest controversy
Roberto A lamar decided playoff time was
the perfect stage toone-up Dennis Rodman
and make himself a total ass by spitting on
homeplate ump1re John Hirsc hbeck.
In Cleve la nd, there is an air of excitement. The Indian s are the hot test team in
baseball right now, and the exhuberanceof
Kevin Seltzer rekindled last year's fire. The
Tribe lineup is solid up and down with basically seven hitters at the .300 mark. The
pitching has struggled some in '96; both
starters and the pen are norrhesame as they
were a season ago. However, the Indi ans
still have the ALs best ERA. The Tribe will

~hich wi ll help the~ The Indians are the
--w ·

LCS in six
and reac h t e o r[d
Se ries for yet another
year.
Deep in the heart of
Texas, the Rangers withstood the Mariners'
late -season ra ll y to hold on to their playoff
spot. They weren't exactly dazzling down
thestretch ,evenclinching their playoff spot
with a loss. The Rangers are happytdmake
their firs t post-season appearance ever, so
they shouldn't be disappointed with an
early exit.
The Big Apple has all its eggs in one
basket this year. The jets and Giants are the
scourge of New York, but the Yanks bring
hope, lots of hope. Tho ugh the starters are
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Kevin Bachman
The New York Yankees face off against
Sports Reporter
the Texas Rangers in a series which will
Although theSt Louts Cardinals appear come down to pitching. Both teams have
to have the edge in every category except excellent hitting, but this series will be defor power. the San Diego Padres have every- cided by the third and fourth sraners.jimmy
thing going for them . A sweep in Chavez Key and Kenny Rogers' ERAs m Arlington
Ravine on the season's final weekend gave are highcrthan the national debt, but Texas
them the division , and more importantly, hasonlywontwoofthelastl4inNewYork,
the Cards instead of the Braves Tony and Kevin Gross, Roger Pavlik, and Bobby
LaRussa sure had a tough - - - - - - - - - • Witt all have ERAs above
time adapting tO the NL,
5.19.Forteamswithno playoff experience (Texas]
huh?Well, the phenomenal
job he did with the Cards
57,000booing,cursmg,batwill not be enough to get
tery throwtng fans in the
past the Padres and the NL
Bronx can be intimidating.
MVP Ken Caminiti. Rickey
Look for Bernte W1lltams,
will play like Rickey again,
one of baseball's best
and
u nderrated
centerfielders (.305, 29 HRs
centerfielder Steve Finley
102 RBI) and Cecil "Big
will have a huge series PaDaddy"Ficldcrtohaveabig
dres in five.
series agamst Texas. juan
OutWest,wherethetwo
Gonza leswtllhaveh1susual
best rotations in the NL arc
six-homerun series against
matched against one another, the Dodgers the Yankees, bu t the Ranger bullpen IS no
and the Braves do battle in what many ex- match for the likes of Mariano Rivera and
peered to be the NLCS, not the Divisional john Wetteland. Jf the Rangers are trailing
Series. The Dodgers have the only rotation after s1x, chalk it up. New York m four.
which can match up with Atlanta's, but
[n the NLCS, the Braves pitching will
their anemic offense is sti ll struggling. For overwhelm the Padres, who w ill find out
the Dodgers to make it close, their pitching they cannot ride behmd Fernando
has to hold the Braves in check, and Mike ValenzuelaandBobTcwksburyforever.The
Piazza and Raul Mondesihave toget it done Braves will win in four, bur everyone would
with the bats. lf any of these games turn rat her hear about the Indians-Yankees
into a slugfest, LA will be in for a short
The Indians lost the ALCS the day the
series. Nothing new from the Braves. Since Pirates traded Denny Neagle to the Braves.
'91, they have done it with pitching and A pitching staff of Cha rles Nagy, Orel
more pitching. A big hit from Fred McGnff Hershtser, McDowell and Chad Ogea will
or Chipper jones and let the rotation and simply not stand up to a team that•s 24-8

The Indians
lost the ALCS

the day the
Pirates traded
Denny Neagle
to the Braves.
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Do not discount Baltimore's offense. Sure, ply, the Yanks find a way to win every time.
they have t he highest ERA to reach the pia y- This is the team that won a twin bill a t The
off s since the modern era began, but they Jake lsee "House the Yankees Built"] with
also have hit more homersthananyteam in Ramiro Mendoza and Brian Boehnnger on
baseball. Playingthisserieswithin the con- the mound. Exactly: who the hec k are
fines of Camden Yards and jacobs Field Ram iroMendoza and Brian Boehringer, and
will keep the Latin America baseball manu- how did they beat Cleveland at home? The
Tribe still has not proven that they can beat
facturers busy all winter.
Cleveland is no slouch when it comes to the Yanks, but they are due. Everything rethe Louisville Sluggers either. But remem- vol ves around how Cleveland hitters handle
ber Cleveland fans. hitting alone will not David Cone and Andy Pettine, and how
get it done. Remember the Series against Yankee lefties out of the pen handle Thome
Atlanta? Pitching and defense wins cham- and Lofton.Some people seem to think that
pionships. The Tribe is much stronger de- the trades the Tribe made will put them
fensively with Jeff Kent and Jose Vizcaino, over the top. A team that hits well did not
but the pitching is not as strong as it was in need more hitting, they needed Neagle. Who
'95.jack McDowell is no Dennis Martinez, do the Indians need more,Se itzeror Neagle?
and the pen needs to return to last year's The top matchup here will be Rivera vs.
form . Watch for Brady Belle with the bases loaded. Yankees in
Anderson and Bobby seven.
Yankees-Braves: Wha t a matchup. The
Bonilla to run boo-yah
against Tribe pitchers just two best teams in baseball playing in two of
as Albert Belle and Jim the best baseball cities in America. Pettine
Thome will light up Bal- · and Cone will get the job done for the Yantimore. Closer Jose Mesa kees, but the Braves definitely have the
is '96's john Wetteland , stronger, deeper staff. The Yanks have been
blowing saves Iike they are playing clutch baseball all season, getting
going out of style. They productive, quality years out of guys like
need tostepitupforCleve- Joe Girardi. The Braves just have too much
land to win, and they will. going for them. My heart says the Bronx
Bombers, but my head says... Braves in six.
Indians in five .

Small Classes t Dynamic Instructors
The Best National Guarantee 1 Free Extra Help

• Other Positions Available
SHAKER HTS ............................. 283-8880

m

closeness of their
matchup with the Yankees, will continue their
hot play in defeating the
Yankees in seven.
The World Series will
be a rematch of last season, but the o utcome will bedifferent. This Cleveland team
will be rolling by the time of the World
Series. They know the Braves' style and the
pressures of the Fall Classic now. The late
season trades readied the Indians and retooled them for the playoffs better than did
the the Braves' trades. Cleveland enhanced
theirteamand basically "turned the switch"
as the season ended. The Braves are still
trying to find themselves. T helnd ia ns will
win in six because the Braves are lost.
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Carroll football defeats Marietta 38-11, remains undefeated
Brian Murphy
Sports Reporter
Maybe Mar ietta ca me into
Saturday's game againstJoh nCarroll a liule too confident.
Since last year's 21-21 tie with
JCU , Marietta won nme of ten
games including its first two of
the 1996 season by a combined
score of 90-18.
But, Marietta'sconfidence level
must be hurting after the 38-11
d r ubbing 11 received at the hands
of John Carroll last Saturday..
As if the battle for first place in
the OAC was not enough incentive for the Blue Streaks, a desire
for respect inspired them .
"They didn 't respect us at all;
said senior defens1ve end Scott
O'Donnell (14 tackles, three sacks).
"Their coach said the on ly team

they had to contend with was
Mount. That got me fired up:
The Pioneers (2-l , l -1 OAC),
who came into the game ranked
eighth in Division HI by Football
Ga zette, kicked a fie ld goal on the
game's opening posession. The 30 deficit marked the first points
scored agai nsr the Streaks this year.
Carroll (3-0 , 2-0 OAC) responded quickly on its first offen sive play when senior tailback
Carmen llacqua outraced everyone for a 73-yard touchdown.
just before halftime, JCU increased 1ts lead. Sophomore quarterback Nick Case rio made senior
linebacker London Fletcher's
fumble recovery worthwhi le by
finding Jlacqua in theendzonefor
a 26-yard touchdown strike.
A minuteanda half span in the

r h ird q uaner broke the game wide
open fort he Streaks. A£ rer senior
j asonGoldbergconnectedon a 27yard field goal, senior free safety
Scott Youmell intercepted a pass
which had bounced off the hands
of a Ma n etta rece iver. He weaved
45 yards to the endzone for his
first career interception return .
Two plays later, senior linebacker
Chris Anderson made a Similar
pickoff. Caserio again made good
on a turnover by hooking up w ith
llacqua forthe TO. In a span of one
minute and 23 seconds, the score
ballooned from 14-3 to 31-3.
After Caserio finished theJCU
scoring w ith a TO run of his own,
ONU running back Dante Brown
added a n incidental touchdown
and two point conversion to post
the fi nal score of 38-11.

Men's soccer tops two ranked opponents
Steven R. Colaianni
Assistant Sports Editor
T he Jo h n Car roll men's soccer
tea m faced a maJOr gut c heck last
week a nd responded in fine fashion, picking up three impressive
wins on the road
Last week's fi rst contest saw the
Streaks posr the ir best offensive
o ut pu t of the season in a 3-1 vic to ryoverrhe Denison Big Red. The
senior tandem of Brad y Brosnahan
and Adria n Del Busso hand led the
sconngduties for th eStreaks while
j u nio r goal kee pe r Gra nt Mas t
stopped l4of the Big Red's2 1shots.
Senior Ryan Caudi ll assisted
Brosnahan's f1rs1scoreasjCU was
tied with the Big Red a t halftime,
H. JCU pulled away after the
break, however, as Del Bussa conve n ed o n a pe na lt y k ick and
Brosnahan added the th ird goa l
off a n assist from junio r Mike Pa p.
Ga mes two and three took th e
S1rea ks to the Wil mi ngw n College Kiwams Socce r Classic for a

pai r of tough match ups. Saturday,
JCU posted a 1-0wi n over Bet hany
College, t he fifth -ra nked ream m
the NCAA Mid-Atlantic Region.
Brosna han was the offensive star
once again as he tall ied his fourth
goal of the season on a penalty
kick with 15:06 remaining in t he
first half. Mast again anchored
the defense, making 11 saves.
]CU rode its momentum into
last Sunday's marchup w ith tournament host Wi lm ington College,
curre ntl y ranked sixth in the
Great Lakes Region. This time
sophomore forwa rd j on Bowma n
was the hero, recordin g hi s first
goa l of the season wi th 36:00 left
in th e second half as Ca rroll took
home the tournament title with a
1-0 triumph. Mast was superb
aga 1n, regJsterrng seve n saves en
route to be ing nam ed Most Va lu<Jble Defensive Player for the tournament. Mas t has posted four
shu touts and a llowed o nly seven
goals this season.

"We had a stellar weekend, and
we' re ve ry h appy," Mas t said .
Beth a n y
a nd
"[Aga in st
Wil m ington ] we knew we ha d
nothing ro lose. We k new that if
we won, it would turn o ur season
around . Bethany w as a bet ter
tea m, but W ilmington was a better game. Bethan y tested us, but
th ey didn't h ave a lot of opportun ities."
By w inning the W ilmington
Classic for the first ti me in four
years, the Streaks (5-4, 2-l OA C)
raised thei r record over the .500
mark for the first time this season.
Despi te the tea m's recent success, Del Busso ca utio ns, "We are
nor pl aying up to our standards.
We need to play good soccer for 90
m inutes, not just in spurts."
) CU tries to ex tend th eir wmning sueak this week w ith two
OA C marches.jCU played at crosstown ri val B-WTuesday night and
w il l host Capital at Wasmer Field
Sat urday in a 2 p.m. contest.

The defense did an excellent
job of holding Brown, who came
into thega me as the lead ingrushe r
in Division Ill, toonly80 yards on
the ground , and showed Conte every last inch of the Wasmer Field
turf. When the John Carroll defense was not busysacking Conte,
it was constantly pressuring and
knocking him down .

"We shut down the run early
and m ade them pass the ball ," said
Anderson who made 11 tackles.
"And when the quarterback
spr inted out we sent either myself
or Fletcher from the outside to get
him."
JCU, now ranked tenth in Division III by Football Gazette, will
vi sit Otterbein on Saturday.

CC runs in the rain
Stephanie Fox
Sports Reporter
Mother Nature was nota sports
fan last weekend, or at least not a
cross country fa n. Imagine going
out fora hard weekend jog when it
is pour ing rain, there is standing
water and m ud eve r ywhere and
the w ind is d irec tly in your face.
So no, Moth er Nature d idn't have
the Joh n Ca r roll c ross count ry
teams in mi nd last Sat urdaywhen
she decided to water the earth.
Overcomingadversity has been
a stro ng point for the men's team
lately. No matter how many times
the men's team has been knocked
down, they never give up. Along
with the horrendo us wea ther, the
men's ream is also continuing to
struggle w ith injuries and sickness. They a re few but migh ty,
and they never gi ve up.
"T he w ea ther was terrible,"
coach Don Stupica said . "lt had
been ra ini ngall nigh t and con tinued to rain all day, bu t the guys
did n't give up:
The men finis hed in 11th place
and wereonceagainled by sophomore James Van Dress. Van Dress
finished in 15th place with a time
of 30:28.
"Th ose were e st'co nd -worst
weather condi tions I've ever co mpeted in," Van Dress stated. "1was
surprised how well I finished , despi te these condi t ions."
With six mee ts still rem aining
this season, th e men's rea m are
improvi ng a nd pulling together
as a team.
"We have seen improveme n t
overt he past few weeks," Va n Dress
said. "Our num bers a re dow n, a nd
weare struggling with injuries. But
we will get through it somehow.
We de fini tely have the work ethic.
Everyone cares about th e team ,

and we care about improving."
The men's team is young and
inexperienced overall , bu r coach
Stupica believes Van Dress will
provide some necessary leadership.
"He's not o ne for words, bur he
is an excell ent example by h is
work eth ic," Stupica commente d.
"He is a consistent runner and always gives a good effort."
The women's team has the sa me
optimistic attitude as the m en's
team, and the weather d idn't stop
them fro m run ning ha rd eith er.
T hey placed third o ut of nine
tea ms last weekend a nd were
again led by fre shma n Debb ie
Pagano, w ho finished secon d overall with a time of 21:50.
"She is r eally on top of t h e
game," coac h Kathy Lanese said .
"She is a step ahead of everyone
a nd d o ing a fi n e job ."
Followi ng righ t be hind Pagano
was fel low fresh ma n Molly Mayer,
w ho placed n int h overa ll w it h a
time of 22:24.Comingin 12th place
was junior Penn y Roxas w ho finished with a time of 22:37. Also
finishing in the top 20 w as senior
Amy Fenske who finished 19th
overall with a time of 23:06.
"T he ream worked -real ly ha r~ ·
and was very d ed icated ," Fenske
sa id, "but the course was a
mess .....even though it was kind of
fun."
The o utlook is bright for both
tea ms, and the season iss rill yo ung.
Next weekend both teams will be
competing in t he Mount Unio n
Invitation al. This will be a toug h
meet for both squads and a true
tes tof how they sta nd at thi s poi nt.
"lt's a lways good to go head to
hea d wi th confer en ce rea ms ,"
Lanese said , "so that we ca n see
wh ere we stand ."
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Baseball Playoffs '96: A look ahead
theEbch };efr tte b~gintngofOltober bri ngscrispair;appl~ cider,d ry !~ave~, and Lhebaseball playoffs (except in 1994) This year, lihe every year, bringsjewsu rprises to
M . as{ a P ayo~ri n ge nera and as usual , the teams wtth the best pttchmg are sttll standing in October. The one exception being the Baltimore Orioles who led the
a)Or eagues 1n o11 ense bludgeon tng the1 roppost twn to deat h 1n thts record setting homerun year.
Now that the Braves and Dodgers, Yan heesand Ra nge rs, Pad res and Cardi na ls,and Orioles and lndiansare ready tosquareoffi n the '96 Playoffs, here's a quick rundown

Jonathan Kase
Sports Editor
Under The Arch in St. Louis, t he Cardina 1sareon a last vi ctory lapforOzzie Smith.
He and fellow veterans like RonGant,Gary
Gaetti, MikeGallego,and Dennis Eckersley
all team with manager Tony LaRussa to
give the Red Birds a solid n ucle us of players
who have been to the Series before. This
is n't enoug h, and Ozzie's v1cwry lap will
endwhentheSt.Lo utsfalls inthefirst round.
TheSa n DiegoPadresaresayingprayers
of thanks. Led by the Nls number one
MVP candtdate, Ken Cam initi , the Padres
have momentum on the ir side after sweepingand stealing the division from LA in the
season's final regu lar season series. SO will
ride big mo' past the Cardina ls in fo ur.
Lickingrheirwoundsi n Los Angeles are
the Dodgers. They los t the irlast four games
a nd th eir division lead to finish the regula r
season. LA now has to face the defending
NLcha m ps,Atlanta . LA does have a strong,
pitching st aff with starters H1deo omo,
Ramon Mart inez, and close r Todd Worrell
but th is is not enough to help the team with
the NL:s second worst offe nse by average
and th trd worst by r unssco red to overcome
the Braves. LA w ill fall in four games.
T hi ngs are not all "Peac h y" in Tur nerla nd, howe ver. The Braves are not the same
tea m that they were in '95. They stumbled
into the pla yoffs with just enough stre ngth
to hold off th e All-Bargain team from
Montreal in the fi nal wee k of the season.
They still have grea t pitching, includin g
the ru naway Cy Young candidate, John
Smaltz, a nd d idn't hurt the mselves in ob. d

l

rr

~hich will help the~

· 1e battere d. t he yank s have t hree big
a 1m
th ings in their favor. One IS the strength of
the bullpen. C lose r John WetteTand is the
"jose Mesa"of 1996and set-up man Mariano
Rtvera, deserving of Cy Young consideration, dominates in a glory-less role . Another, two words: Bern ie Williams. He's
baseball's most underrated centerfielder
Watch a nd enjoy. Lastly, New York dominated Cleveland all season long bot h at
hom e andatThejake. NYwi ll beat Texas
infiveand giveClevelandagreatseries.
ln a twist of fate, Baltimore again is
linked to Cleveland . The Orioles bashed
their way to the playoffs, hitting the most
homers by one team in one season. They are
led by the most unlikely of power hitters,
Brady Anderso n. However, if the long-ball
isabsent,sotooarerunsand victories. The
O's have only the lOth best pitching staff in
theALandsurrenderedseven runs per game
to Cleveland in the regular season. Not only
tha t, bur they have to face baseball 's honest
team and baseball 's hottest controversy.
Roberto Alomar decided playoff time was
t he per fect stage toone- up De n nis Rodman
and make himself a total ass byspittingon
homeplate umpi re j oh n Hirsch beck.
In Clevela nd, th ere is an air of excitement. The lndiansarethehottestteam in
baseball righ t now, a nd th e ex h u beranceof
Kevin Seitzer rekindled last year's fi re. The
Tri be lin eup is solid up and down with basica lly seve n hitters at the .300 mark. The
pi tc hing has struggled som e in '96; both
sta rtersand the penarenotthesameasthey
were a season ago However, the lnd ians
still h ave the ALs best ERA. The Tribe will

Ke:..:v-:.:1n Ba
~
=a:.:n.:._
· - - - -- - - The New York Yankees face off agamst
7=c:.::hm
Sports Reporter
the Texas Rangers in a series which will
Although the St. LowsCardinalsappear come down to pitching. Both teams have
to have the edge in every category except excellent hitting, but this series w il l be defor power, the San Diego Padres have every- cided bythethirdandfourthstarters.jimmy
thing going for them . A sweep in Chavez Key and Kenny Rogers' ERAs in Arlington
Ravine on the season's final weekend gave are higher than thenationaldebt, but Texas
them the division, and more important ly, hasonlywontwoof rhc last 14 in New York,
t he Ca rds instead of the Bra ves . Tony and Kevin Gross, Roger Pavlik, and Bobby
LaRussa sure had a tough - - - - - - - - - • Witt all have ERAs above
nme adapting to the NL,
5.19.Forteamswithnoplayhuh?Well,thep henomena l
orr experience [Texas]
job he did with the Cards
57,000boomg,cursing,batwill not be enough to get
tery throwing fans in the
past the Padres and the NL
fh
Bronx can be intimidating.
MVP Ken Caminiti. Rickey
Look for Berme Willmms,
will play like Rickey again,
one of baseball 's best
and
underrated
ce nterfte!ders (.305, 29 HR.s
cenrerfielder Steve Finley
102 RBI) and Cecil "Big
will have a huge series PaOaddy"F1elderro have a b1g
dres in five .
scnes agamsr Texas. juan
Out West, where the two
Gonzales will haveh1susual
best rotations in the NL are
su.:-homerun series against
matched against one another, th e Dodgers the Yankees, but the Ranger bullpen is no
and the Braves do batt le in wha t many ex - match for the likes of Mariano R1vera and
peered to be the NLCS, not the Divisional jo hn Wetteland. If the Range rs are trailing
Series. The Dodgers have the only rotation af ter SIN , chalk it up. New York in four.
wh ich can match up wi th Atlanta's, but
In the NLCS, the Braves pitching will
their a nemic offense is still struggling. For overwhelm the Padres, who will find out
theDodgerstomakeit close, theirpitching they can n ot ride beh 1ntl Fernando
has to hold the Braves in check , and Mike Valenzuela and Bob Tewksbury forever. The
Piazza and Raul Mo ndesi have to get it done Braves will wm in four, bur everyone would
with the bats. If an y of these games turn rathe r hear abou t the lndtans-Y<Jnkees.
into a slugfest, LA will be in for a short
The India ns lost the ALCS th e day the
series. Nothing new from t he Braves. Sin ce Pirates traded Denny Neagle to the Braves.
'91, they have do ne it with pitc hi ng and A pitchi ng staf f of Charles Nagy, Ore!
more pitching. A big hit from Fred McGriff 1-lershiser, McDowell and Chad Ogea will
or Chipper j ones and let t he ro ta ti on and simpl y not stand up to a team that is 14-8

The Indians
lost the ALCS
d th
e ay e
Pirates traded
Denny Neagle
tO the Braves.

~~~~~~~~~~NiliMI~-Jiil
es.
e Indians are the c~oser:ess o f th ei r Do not d isco unt Baltimore's offense. Sure,
h tt t t
•
matchu p w ith the Van- t hey have t he highestERA to reach the play0 es
eam In
kees, will continue their off s since the modern era began, but they
ba b /I . h
hot play in defeating the also have hit more homers than any team in
baseball. Playing this series within the conSe a rt~ t nOW. Yankees in seven.

--wm-..r he NLCS in six
a nd reac h the World
Series fo r yet a no ther
year.
Deep in th e heart of
Texas, the Ran gers withstood th e Marin ers'
late-seaso n ra ll y to hold on to their playoff
spot. They weren't exactly dazzling down
the stretch,evendi nching their playoff spot
with a loss. The Rangers are happy td make
their first post -season appearance ever, so
they shouldn't be disappointed with an
earl y exit.
The Big Apple has all its eggs in one
basket this year. ThejersandGianr s arethe
scourge of New York , but the Yanks bring
ho pe, lots of hope. Though the starters are

The World Series will
be a rematch of last season, but the ou tcome will bedifferent. This Cleveland team
will be rolling by the time of the World
Series. They know the Braves' style and th e
pressures of the Fall Classic now. The late
season trades readied the Indians andretooled them fort he playoffs bet ter than did
the the Braves' trades. Cleveland enhanced
theirreamand basically "turned rheswitch"
as the season ended. Th e Braves a re still
trying to find themselves. T he!ndians will
win in six because the Braves are lost.

fines of Camden Yards and Jacobs Field
willkeepthelatinAmerica baseball manufact urers busy all w inter.
Cleveland is no slouch when it comes to
the Louisville Sluggers either. But remember Cleveland fans, hitting alone will not
get it done. Remember the Series against
Atlanta? Pitching and defense w ins c ham pionships. The Tribe is much stronger defens ively with Jeff Kent and j ose Vi zcaino,
but the pitching is not as strong as it was in
'95.jack McDowell is no Dennis Martinez,
and the pen needs to return to last year's
·
form. Watch for Brad y
Anderson and Bo bby
Bonilla to run boo -yah
against Tribe pitchers just
as Albert Belle and Jim
Thome will light up Baltimore. Closer Jose Mesa
is '96's john Wetteland ,
blowingsaves Iike theyare
going out of style. They
need to step it up for Cleveland towin ,and they will.
Indians in five .

Small Classes 1 Dynamic Instructors
The Best National Guarantee 1 Free Extra Help

The Nation's Leader in Test Preparation

a e
,
e
as ~m
tn·
ply, the Yanks find a wayrowin every time
This is the team that won a twin bill at T he
j ake !see "House the Ya nkees Built"] with
Ramiro Mendoza a nd Brian Boehnnger on
the mound. Exa ctly: who the heck are
Ram iro Mendoza a nd Brian Boehringer,and
how did they beat Cleveland at home? The
Tribe still has not proven that they can beat
the Yanks, but they are due. Everything revolves around howCleveland hitters handle
David Cone and Andy Pettitte, and how
Yankee lefties out of rhepenhandleThome
and Lofton. Some people seem to think that
the trades the Tribe made will put them
over the top. A team that hits well did not
need more hitting, they needed Neagle. Who
do the Indians need more,Seitzeror Neagle?
T he top marc hu p here will be Rivera vs.
Belle with the bases loaded . Yankees in
se ven.
Yankees-Braves: Wha t a match up. The
two best teams in baseball playing in two of
the best baseba ll cities in America. Pettitte
· a nd Cone will get the job done for the Yan kees, but the Braves definitely have the
s tronger, deeper staff. The Yanks have been
playing clutch baseball all season, getting
produc tive, quality years out of guys like
joe Girardi. The Braves just have too much
going for them. My heart says the Bronx
Bombers, but my head says... Braves in six.
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Bruce G..Blair
Wash1ngton Post
Th~ announcement that control of
Russia s n.uclear launch button wtll pass
~ rom Prestdent Bons Yeltsm to Pnme Mm tster Vtktor Chernomyrdm, if and when
Yeltsm underg~s hean bypass surgery this
fall, should remmd th e Um tedStatesof the
cont mumg pen! of Russ ta n nuclear weapans. .
. Wh!le the breakup of the Soviet Union
m 1991 reduced the threat of a deliberate
nuclear attack, the risk of a breakdown in
lhe comrol of those nuclear weapons has
actual! y grown smce then. Moreover, U.S.
security policy toward Russia is panly responsible.
. The chances of ~uclear catastrophe, acctdemal or otherwtse, rernam remote but
the problems besetong the complex orgamzatloncontrollmgRussiannuclearweapons needs to be understood and addressed
by Western governments. If they aren't, the
West may discover too late how it unwittingly undercut nuclear safety.
This warning emerges from a dec ade of
study of Russian nuclear con trol and interviews with scores of Russian experts, ineluding many who desi gned and operated
the strategic missile forces and their command-control networks. With their help, I
examined the intricate details of Russian
nuclear operations and safeguards and
found several basicdeficienciesa ndadverse
trends First, as the cohesion of the Russian
military weakens, the danger of unauthorizedactionsbyweaponscommandersand
custodians grows.
With manpowerandrnaterialshortages
worsening, the nuclear forces cannot escape the demoralization and corruption
already plaguing the regular army. AIthough local commanders need secret ·unlock"codesheld by the general staff in Moscow to actually fire any of these weapons,
the circum vent ion of the codes cannot be

©The

Wine, Women, and the
Messiah

HITS & misses

HIT: New computers in the Grasselli library.
Is that the 21st century knocking at the door?
m Is s:SomebodystoletheAIDSwalkbanner
hanging in the Atrium. HIT: Half-foot long
.shrimp and other assorted shellfish up for
grabs at the~ala Celebration. The open bars
weren't bad, either. HIT: The North Coast Pipe
Band marching the Inaugural procession in
and out c;>f the Don Shula Sports Center.
m i s s: The rain that forced the procession
intotheSportsCenter. HIT: The Blue Streaks'
Homecoming victory over Marietta.
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Russia's shaky control over nuclear weapons

•Views/Editorial

jesus was a party animal. Don't try and deny it. Fetch the
closest Bible, from Kingjames to New American, flip through
the four Gospels, and behold, in chapter after chapter, you'll
find the Savior at parties, on his way to parties, or preaching
about parties. He performed his first miracle during a wedding
party at Cana, providing wine and ensurin g a few more festive
hours in the evening. At the end of his most famous parable,
he rewarded the perpetual partier, the prodigal son, withanother party, complete with newly -killed fatt ened calf. The
Apocalypse hints that the fai thful shall be invited to the
eternal celebration of the wedding of Christ and his bride the
Ch urch. jesus knew that there was nothing shameful in
partying. ln fact, it can be quite therapeutic. The occasional
bacchanal can give the soul somet hing to look forward to
whi le wrestling with life's cons tant turmoiL It can leave
behi nd comforting memories of festivity and frie ndship. And
whi le celebrating, while toasting or feasting or dancing, the
soul is relea::.ed from its fetters of responsibility and care.
Obviously the apost les agreed with jesus' jubilant ways, or else
they might not have included so many sce nes of him sprawled
on the couch at the tables of taxcollectors, who were infamous
during New Testament times for bilking people out of their
money, but famous for showing their guests one hell of a good
time.
Neither the llOth anniversary or the Presidential Inauguration were events that Carroll should have quieti y observed.
Both were significant occasions that deserved to be celebrated
with a ruckus. There were a lot of people responsible for
Carroll's long and successful history, alumni and trustees that
bestowed much personal and financial attention upon the
university throughout the years. The least the un iversity could
do was invite them to behold Carrol l at its most polished and
glittering, to reward them with the best the university had to
offer, which they made possible. But if unlimited refills of
Scotch and hors d'oeuv res representing every known culture
upon the plan t i · th best Carroll has to offer, have all the
el torrs ol the pasr century truly come to fruition ?
Fven while enjoying choice wines, sparkling conversation
with enchanttng ladies, and light hearted pipe and drum
melodic ,jesu never forgot his sense of mission. Nor did he let
h1 followt:rs forgct. The parable of Lazarus illustrates the fate
of rhose so en me hcd by relishing the finer things of hfe that
they forget those begging at the gates. jesus himself shielded
from ridicule the little partycrasher with the jug of oil wishing
to anoint htm.
Rumors are flyin g hard and high conce rning the tot a l
budget for the Anniversary /I nauguration cele brat ion, with the
bottom line apparently topping a quarter of a million dollars.
Whether that tab was paid fo r by t he administration, the
generosity of the university's s upporters, or both, is unknown,
probably will remain unknown, and isn't rea lly important
anyway.
What will rem ain throughout the rest of Carroll's history
are memories of the weekend, the occasion. Al though the
celebratlpn was beautiful and joyous, was it given in the
tradition of jesus, the jesuit tradition'? Could there have been a
way to include the less rortunate in the celebration"? Carroll
already has a stellar reputation in the realms of community
service, but might not combining a less extravagant gala affair
with a charitable donation, for example, have both demonstrated the joy of Carroll during this historic weekend and its
commitment to Christian values'? It might have been, for all
posterity, not only an example of revelry, but of service. The
goblets might have been filled with wine of a lesser vintage,
but the enriched spirits of the Carroll community would have
transformed them to heavenly nectar.

OPINION

Pow! Zap! Blammo! Snikt!
too much work. These ca rtoons are not hal[-hour
This past weekend, 1 thought l'd fo rego the glitz and
commercia ls beckoning a whole new generation of
glam of Homecoming in favor of spend ing some quality
comic book readers. Let's pretend that these cartoons
time in my cozy little hometown of Sharpsville, PA.
Smce my hometown barely boasts streetlights, much less have instead been designed solely for the emenainmem
and viewing delight of America's schoolchildren. What
nightlife, I managed, miraculously, to hit the sack before
does that say about this slavishly adoring viewing
the sun rose. While most ol you were dreaming of beer
public?
and bagels well mtoearly Saturday afternoon, I was
Don't worry. This is not going to be a "stop the
sitting on my living room sofa, munching Cinnamon Life
violence" polemic. I, for one,
and reacquainting myself with my
olt-n-.issed weekend hobby• • • • • • • • • • • • • • - found it extremely cathartic.
as a scrawny squinting
Saturday morning ca rtoons. 1
Christine
second-grader,
to watch
cannot quite fat hom what in that
Dresch
Opinion Editor
Tweety-Bird pummel
fluorescent, hyperbolic hodgeSylvester with a sledge hampodge managed to coax me and
millions of ktds out of bed on the
mer, and, being that same
only morning of the week we could
scrawny second-grader at
sleep in, but we vegetated before
heart, stiII blow off steam
watching Wolverine
the boob tube, gorging ourselves on
Commentarv
scratching blue sparks along
suga r cereal, laughing maniacally
some Sentinel's metallic backside. But the cartoon
until our parents screamed at us to go outside and play.
violence has changed. Violence has become an integral
Bemg that most of us now spend our Friday
force in the cartoon world of the 90s. Tweety-bird used
nights___studying, yeah, studymg, and sleep through
to pummel his puddy-tat playpal, and then spend the
cartoons, I thought I'd take the time to reacquaint you
wtth what's been happenmg m the animated arena. 1t
rest of the afternoon in Granny's gilded birdcage,
\,•Juollmg]ilflm)' Dur"l'l<c sot . ol i'f . !'> \
s u re :un ·r Jvkrne ?vfciodics an y m o re.
world where bemg a superhuman mutant makes him a
Ftrst of all, tf you, ltkc myself, fork over your hardrarger, feared and hated hy general society. The Smurfs'
earned money to Marvel, DC, and Image every week, you
greatest villain was. a snaggletoothed wizard wlto never
need not worry. Cartoons based on comic book characremembered the path to the vil lage and botched every
ters, such as Teenage Mutant Nmja Turtles. Robotech, or
other spell he cast. The greatest vil lains of Wolverine
G. I. joe, used tO be the exception, but now they are the
and his cartoon/comic compatriots are human ignorance
rule. Fhpping through a recent TV guide, If ound no less
than ten com ic-book cartoons, among them WildCAT.$., and intolerance, armed to the teeth with real guns and
real bullets and fairly accurate aim.
X-men, Batman, and The 1ncredible Hulk Any comiC
1know,l know. They're only ca rtoons. They're
book that managed to sell five or more copies on the open
supposed to be fu n. But their popularity is also a
market has been slated for an animated se ries. What's
barometer of the world view of the kids that watch
next? Poison Elves? Cere bus? Lady Rawhide? (To any
them. And these kids don't seem to idemif y with the
true believers that have managed not to lose themselves
berry-picking exploits of three-ap ple-high blue men and
in the comic-book jingoism of this paragraph, consider
their enchanted forest anymore. They identify with
yourselves No-Prized)
scattered pockets of misunderstood outcasts, livmg tn a
Let's pretend for a momem. These ca rtoons ha ven't
predatOry world, immersed in a never-end ing struggle to
been created for those die-hard comics fans who will rise
fe nd off the forces threatening to surround and consume
at the crack of dawn and gape at the screen because we
them utterly. 'Nuff said.
find flipping pages and reading dialogue balloons a bit

A stroll in the heights
On the most perfect day off all,1should have pondered the
worksof Thoreau, or at least made an anempt to appreciate the
peace and qlliet. Instead, I muttered profanities under my breath,
cursmg the me.chanic who(for the third time m four weeks) had
misdiagnosed my car's problem, and had le ft me in a lurch. As a
result, I was walking to school
once again, in a hurry and
totally late as usual Random
Gina
thoughts and sights crossed my
Girardot
m1nd and my path:
Edltor·irw:hlef
The Umversity He1ghts
residents who co minue to be so

consumed wuh makmg
Umverslly Heights their own
version of "Mr Roger's
Conmentary
Ne1ghborhood" that they put
chairs, garbage cans, and
buckets mtheir dnvtways ma detennmed err on 10 deter any
moLorist's at[empt to turn themselves :around, and therefore

become a '"spectacle'" those buckets are so much more attractJvc.

ThefaCI that UniverSity HeoghtSIS SIX percent oveTihe
n."tonal average for domestiC VIolence. and that on Lo ola
Avenue a john C1rroll student was atlegedly assaulted last year.
(A mother who was a rcstdent of thts very same street rom-

plamed ton,,. Sun Pre" th" past summer sayong 1hJt the
congf!:tl t(m that john C1rroll ~•udentscuu~d on movtng-mn d~1y
W,b nH bt!\IIC't proi>km In the ·oty. and the mo<I d.mgcr 10 her
children) &fore compl"lnmg perh.tps there should be a
fe(\111"'idt.>f.UtOn o( \\_ha( COnSlltUleS a d.1ngi~rDUS Si t UatiOn
I ~w ;Hilntc:dlflcrcm Um\a~ll}' lkagh1.s moth~r on In)'

walk, one who was pickmg up her 13 year old daughter from the
middle school. The schoolgirl was sweet, innocent and pregnant
[couldn't he lp bu1 wonder where exactly the pr iorities of this
com muntty lie.

As I made my way toward the cars that were parked bumper
to bumper down from 1he corner of
Washington and Miramar, Icame to the
realization to why the pre-adolescents
from Gesu were harassing the crossing
guard, taunting him to figh1 them and
calhng him a fat ass and a retard.
hall comesfromexample.The
example that the people d University
Heights are set ling for their chtldren by
singlmg out studems v1a leg1slat1on IS
unaccep1ablc It is not on I ydiscrimina,
tory,u breeds 1molcrance How can
someone explain to their child 1hatthe reason they d1sl1ke their
college aged ne.ghbors is, 'just because they are not hke us," and
expect! hetr children to be open-mmded mdividllals who can
adap1 to those who may not be like them
Perhaps some are lookmg for perfccuon wuhm their
community. Unfortunatly, the world IS an inconvenient place~

people need 10 park on side sneers.or ma)' need to actually Sit rn
their cars them Burger King parkmg lor antleo1 the.r take·out
And while not everyone u5es pooper·>coopers when they walk
thc~rd·'~s. th1s" the re.>l world and not some f<1gned utopia that
~mt~

sec.·m ro srri,.e for
And someurnt>~ even [he simpl1est ol

apprcu;ucd.llk< lolking a' .•lk for on

1hmg~

can be

ers on submarines at sea. Second, convulsions at the top of th e nuclear chain of
co
ldoccur,given an
unstable political system that still lacks
effective institutional checks and balances.
Th is weakness may be compounded by
the genera I staff's possession of the codes
that enable senior officers to initiate a missi Leattack independentof political authorities.
Third, while Russia's nuclear arsenal
continues toshrink,the Kremlin will retain
strategic submarine forces and increase its
force of mobile land-based ballistic missiles.
This realignment (sought by U.S. arms
negotiators) tends to undermine operational safety because safeguards on mobile
forces on land and sea are inferior to those
on rockets housed in silos. In a political
cr isis 1hese safeguards might degrade further, as the Russian military plans to distribute the codes tom iddle-level commanders in {he field . A fourth deficiency concerns Russia's nuclear strategy, which still
rests on a philosophy of "launch on warning" which is, launching Russian missiles
-before@ incoming enemy missiles arrive.
That means that Russian authorities
must respond to a warning of an impending nuclear strike wtthin 15 minutes. Proced ures now in place allow only three or
The Carroll News welcomes
letters to the editor, as it is
our way of knowing what you
like or dislike about the CN,
the campus or life in general.
We require that letters be
submitted by noon Monday. in
the CNoffice. to be eligible for
publication. Letters can also
be submitted via e-mail to
CNLETTERS .. jcvaxa.jcu.edu.
Letters will be accepted after
noon on Monday only if there is
additional space available. We
reserve the right toed it letters
for
clarity
or
space
considerations. Letters must
be signed and accompanied by
your phone number.

four minutes for detecting an attack, and
ano_ther three or four minutes for top level
deciston-makmg(us~ngthefamousnuclear

suncases). Thedoctnne of lau nch on warn mg has ~en meffect for years. What iS new
1s Russtas mcreased rehanceon n followm g
the post-1991 disintegration of their convenu_onal forces . And the mherent danger
of thts qmck-draw posture 1s compounded
by th e deterioration of Russia'searly-warn ing network, which is falling on hard times
like the rest of us military infrastructure.
Thesestrainson Russian control of their
nuclear forces result from a corn bination of
severe dornestlc problems and long-standing operational practices carried over from
the Cold War. B'ut U.S. pohctes cannot be
held blameless.
.
.
. Our da1ly nuclear posture ts deeply tmphcated m the problem because n , poses a
steadtlymcreasmgthreattoRusstasstrategic forces and to the organization that commands and controls them.
Russian mtlitary planners are looking
at a steep decline in the combat readiness of
Russia'sleast-vulnerable forces:submarines
at sea and mobile land missiles in the fteld.
This presents them with a harsh fact: If
Russia faced a foreign missile attack and if
their current strategic forces were not
launched promptly on warning, then only
a very small fraction of their arsenal, and
possibly none would be able w retaliate
after absorbing the attack. Compounding
Russia 's problems are the new D-5 missiles
on U.S. Trident submarines, whose accuracy and short flight times reinforce Russia n reliance on quick launch.
The Russian military is responding to
this pres sure in ways that strengthen
nuclear deterrence atthe expense of operationa! safety. In recent months Russia has
redoubled its efforts to disperse more mobile missiles on land to secret hiding places.
It also stepped up its training of the personnel who ope rate the strategic forces.

heads, poses a larger political than strategic
problem for Russian leaders
But Russian war-planners cannot and
do not ignore the prospectthat even a modest ami-missile program, an mtercept~r
system capable only of sh ield mg U.S. terntory from very limited nuclearstrikes.could
doom their already-feeble deterrent force.
The logic goes like this: The United States
could decimate Russia'snuc!ear forces with
a first strike; Russia could then only fire off
a few missiles, which the U.S. ballisticmissile system could intercept.
This apprehension is justified. Today
only about 100 Russian strategic missiles
(carrying as few as 150 warheads) could
survive a sudden U.S. attack. After factoring mother causes of amition, launch fat! uresandcommanddisruption,theRussians
can count on less than 50 reliable and controllablen uclearweapons,w hiletheUnited
States would have thousands.
Adding in a U.S. missile-defense system
could be decisive. According to a Pentagon
report prepared last year for Rep. Floyd
Spe nce, R-S.C, chairman of the House National Security Committee, a modest systern could almost certai nly block Russian
missiles carrying less than 50 warheads. In
otherwords,Russia would no longer project
a credible threat against the United States.
We take these speculative estima1es with a
grain of salt but, Russian planners have to
take them with a shot of vodka.
Russia's likely response to losing a cred-

ible retaliatory deterrent heavier reliance
on launch on warning and pre-emptive
strikes against threatening adversaries.
Once again, this strengthening of deterrenee would undermine stability a nd operational safety:
The proposed expansion of NATO into
Eastern Europe poses similar dangers. It
will likely rein force Russia's growing dependence on nuclear weapons and impel
Russia to take steps that bolster delerrence
bul compromise safety:
For inslance, if the Western militaryalliance included Poland, the Czec h Republic
and Hungary, Russia would likely reverse
its present course of deactivating 1(5 huge
stockpile of lactical nuclear weapons.
Unfortunately,tactical weapons have the
poorest safeguards. Further dispersal of
them beyond the many dozens of depots
already in use would represent a senous
se tback for operational safety and safeguards against theft.
Does all this seem academic in this postCold War era?The issues and threats ratsed
do seem to invoke rarefied calculations of a
previous era.
But the stress and strain on Russian
nuclear control is very real. Alleviating it
surely counts as a vital U.S. inlerest. We
need to pursue policies that encourage the
Russians to reduce theirrelianceon nuclear
weapons,torestrainlheirdispersalofweapons and to ease their "hair-trigger" launch
readiness.

From around the nati•on.-

edented military exercise in
submarines launched missiles simultaneously in the Sea of Okhotsk off the Siberian coast. To compensate for the growing
vulnerabilily of top command posts in the
Moscow vicinity, the Russian military has
opened , al great expense, a .deep underground command post for the general staff
beneath Kosvinsky Mountain in the Ur als.
Another key U.S. program with a strong
negative effect on Russian nuclear control
is the Ballistic-Missile-Defense Program. At
this time the program, designed to enable
the Umted States to destroy incoming war-

•Views/ Letters to the editor
Budget-slashing Is way
out of control

Student
organizationsand
extracurriculars are a huge and important
part of the college experience. AtJCU, howThe article by Brian Sparks in the Th urs- ever, they are under funded and under supday, Sept. 26th article of the CN was defi- ported. When organizations are experinitely a point that needed to be brought up. encing 75% budget decreases, something is
The budget for student organizations is of wrong. Make no mistake, the Sociology Asprime importance to everyone except the sociation is not alone in this dilemma.
administrators at JCU. The budget-slashing tha t occurred this year, however, is far joy Malek
worse than the image Brian portrayed.
Class of 1997
This year, 1he Sociology Assoc iation received $60. This money is our budget for
the entire 1996-97 school year. Last year, Carroll supports AIDS walk
though, we had $250. What could possibly
To all AIDS walk participants and dobe the reason forsucha significant decrease?
nors
... Thank you for giving of yourself so
There is no way to reallocate our funds.
Ten dollars of thisamountcanonly be used unselftsh ly. Over60studentsand administo make copies 111 the copy room of the AD trators walked six and a half miles. In addibuilding. The remaining $50 can only go tion, we were able to present 1he greater
towards a speaker. Sure, $60 is better than ClevelandAIDStask force with a check from
nothing, but when you can't even use 1t to monies raised for over $1600.00
Thank you for helpmgtoraiseconsciousstart a fundraiser for your club, what good
is it? John Carroll distributes the money tn ness tn the fight against AIDS.
such a way that they will retain a certain
percentage of it. It works like"points" at the Lisa Heckman, Direc tor of Student ActiviInn Between: you use it, or you lose it. By ties
distributing the money this way, the orga- Maryjude Detesco, Assistant tot he Director
nizations have money that they can't ac- ·of Student Activities
cess; and john Carroll gets tt back andre- Tasha Ferguson, Campus Ministry
Monroe France, Studem Dtrector
cycles 1t for the next school year.
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Wine, Women, and the
Messiah

HITS & misses

..

HIT: New computers in the Grasselli library.
Is that the 21st century knocking at the door?
m Is s:SomebodystoletheAIDSwalkbanner
hanging in the Atrium. HIT: Half-foot long
.shrimp and other assorted shellfish up for
grabs at the ~ala Celebration. The open bars
weren't bad, either. HIT: The North Coast Pipe
Band marching the Inaugural procession in
and out of the Don Shula Sports Center.
m i s s: The rain that forced the procession
into the Sports Center. HIT: The Blue Streaks'
Homecoming victory over Marietta.

OPINION

11

Russia's shaky control over nuclear weapons

•Views/Editorial

jesus was a party an imaL Don't try and deny it. Fetch the
closest Bible, from Kingjames to New American, flip through
the four Gospe ls, and behold, in chapter after chapter, you'll
find the Savior at parties, on his way to parties, or preaching
about parties. He performed his first miracle during a wedding
party at Cana, providing wine and ensuring a few more festive
hours in the evening. At the end of his most famous parable,
he rewarded the perpetual partier, the prodigal son , withanother party, complete with newly -killed fattened calf. The
Apocalypse hints that the faithful shall be invited to the
eternal celebration of the wedding of Christ and his bride the
Church. jesus knew that there was nothing shameful in
partying. ln fact, it can be quite therapeutic. The occasional
bacchanal can give the soul something to look forward to
while wrestling with life's constant turmoil. It can leave
behind comforting memories of festivity and friendship. And
while celebratmg, while toasting or feasting or dancing, the
soul is relea:.ed from its fetters of responsibility and care.
Obviously the apostles agreed with jesus' jubilant ways, or else
they might not have included so many scenes of him sprawled
on the couch at the tables of taxcollectors, who were infamous
during New Testament times for bilking people out of their
money, but famous for showing their guests one hell of a good
time.
Neither the llOth anniversary or the Presidential Inaugurati on were events that Carroll should have quietly observed.
Both were significant occasions that deserved robe celebrated
with a ruckus. There were a lot of people responsible for
Carroll's long and success£ ul history, alumni and trustees that
bestowed much personal and financial atremion upon the
university th roughout the years. The least the university could
do was invite them to behold Carroll at its most polished and
glittering, to reward t hem with the best the university had to
offer, which they made possible. But if unlimited refills of
Scotch and hors d'ocuvrcs representing every known culture
upon th planet is the best Carroll has to offer, have all the
etforr:. oft he past century rruly co me to lruttton ?
rven whi le CllJOying choice wines, spa rkl ing co nversation
with enc hantmg lad ies, and light-hearted pipe and drum
melodi es,jc us nev r forgot his sense of mission. Nor did he let
hi fol lowt:r forget. The parable of Lazarus illustrates the fate
of those so enmeshed by relishing the finer things of life that
they forger rho e begging at the gates. jesus himself shielded
from ridicule the linlc panycrasher with the jug of oil wishing
to anoint him.
Rumors are flying hard and high concerning the total
budget for the Anniversary / lnauguration celebration, with the
bottom line apparent ! y ropping a quarter of a million dollars.
Whether that tab was paid for by the administration, the
generosuy of the university's supporters, or both , is unknown,
probably will remain unknown, and isn't reall y important
anyway.
What will remain throughout the rest of Carroll's history
are memone of the weekend, the occasion. Although the
celebratiPI! was beautiful and joyous, was it given in the
tradition of jesus, the jesuit tradition? Could there have been a
way to include the less fortunate in the celebration? Carroll
already has a stellar reputation in the realms of community
service, but might not combining a less extravagant gala affair
with a charitable donation, for example, have both demonstrated the joy of Carroll during this historic weekend and its
commitment to Christian values? It might have been, for all
posterity, not only an example of revelry, but of service. The
goblets might have been filled with wine of a lesser vintage,
bm the enriched sp1rits of the Carroll community would have
transformed them to heavenly nectar.
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Pow! Zap! Blammo! Snikt!
too much work. These cartoons are not half -hour
This past weekend, I thought I'd forego the glitz and
commercials beckoning a whole new generation of
glam of Homecoming in favor of spending some quality
comic book readers. Let's pretend thar these cartoons
rime in my cozy little homerown of Sharpsville. PA.
Since my hometown barely boasts streetlights, much less have instead been designed solely for the entertainment
and viewing delight o£ America's schoolchildren. What
nightlife, I managed, miraculously, to hit the sack before
does rhat say about this slavishly adoring viewing
the sun rose. While most of you were dreaming of beer
public?
and bagels well into early Saturday afternoon.! was
Don't worry. This is not going to be a "stop the
sitting on my living room sofa, munching Cinnamon Life
violence" polemic. I, for one.
and reacquainting myself with my
oft-rr.issed weekend hobby• • • • • • • • • • • • • • - found it extremely catharnc,
as a scrawny squtnting
Saturday morning cartoons. I
Christine
second-grader.
to watch
cannor quire fathom what in that
Dresch
Opinion Editor
Tweety-Bird pummel
fluorescent. hyperbolic hodgeSylvester with a sledgehampodge managed rocoax me and
milhons of ktds out of bed on the
mer, and, being that same
scrawny second-grader ar
only mornmgof the week we could
heart, still blow off steam
steep in, but we vegetated before
watching Wolverine
the boob tube, gorging ourselves on
Commentary
scratching blue sparks along
suga r cereal, laughing maniacally
some Sentinel's metallic backside. But the cartoon
until our parents screamed at us to go outs ide and play.
violence has changed. Violence has become an integral
Being that most of us now spe nd our Frida y
force in the cartoon world of the 90s. Tweety-bird used
nights ....studying, yeah. studying, and sleep through
to pummel hi s puddy-tat playpal, and then spend the
cartoons, I rhoughtl'd take rhe time ro reacquaint you
with what's been happening in the animated arena. It
resr of the afternoon m Granny's gilded birdcage,
sure am' t Merrie N-1elrklk~ a nym ore
V.'h lod l ng 11 my D u .:t t sofl
or ~ft
" ~~
world where bemg a superhuman mutant makes htm a
first of all, if you. hke myself, fork over your hardtarget, feared and hated by general society. The Smurfs'
earned money to Marvel. DC, and Image every week, you
greatest villain was a snaggletoothed wizard who never
need not worry. Cartoons based on comic book characremembered the path to the village and botched every
ters, such as Teenage Mutant inja Turtles. Robotech, or
other spell he cast. The greatest villains of Wolverine
Gl joe. used to be the exception, but now they are the
and his cartoon/co mic compatriots are human ignorance
rule. Flipping through a recent TV guide, I found no less
than ten comic-book cartoons, among them WildC.A.T.S.. and intolerance,armed to the teeth with real guns and
real bullets and fairly accurate aim.
X·men, Batman. and The Incredible Hulk. Any comic
1know. I know. They're only cartoons. They're
book that managed to sell five or more copies on the open
supposed to be fun. But their popularity is also a
morket has been slated for an animated series. What's
barometer of the world vtew of the kids that watch
next? Poison Elves? Cerebus? Lady Rawhide? (To any
rhem. And these kids don't seem to identify with the
true believers that have managed not to lose themselves
berry-picking exploits of three-apple· high blue men and
in rhe comic-book jingoism of this paragraph. consider
rheir enchanted forest anymore. They identify with
yourselves No-Prized)
scattered pockets of misunderstood outcasts, living in a
Let's pretend for a moment. These cartoons haven't
predatory world, immersed in a never-ending struggle to
been created for those dte-hard comics fans who will rise
£end or£ the forces threatening to surround and consume
at the crack of dawn and gape at the screen because we
them utterly. 'Nu££ said.
find flipping pages and reading dialogue balloons a bit

A stroll in the heights
01tthe mos1 perfect day of fall,! should have pondered the
works of Thoreau. or at least made an attempt to appreciate the
peace and quiet Instead, 1muttered prof anllies under my breath.
cursing the me.chamc who (for the third rime 1n four weeks) had
misdiagna>ed my car"s problem. and had lelt me in a lurch. As a
resuh, l was walkmg 10 school
once again, in a hurry and
totally late as usual. Random
Gina
thoughts and sights crossed my
Girardot
mind and my path
Editor-in-chief
The Unzversit)' Heights
residenlS who conTinue to be so

consumed with makmg
Umversuy Heights their own
vers1on of "Mr Roger's
Commentary
Ne~ghborhood" that they put
chairs. garbage cans. and
buckets mtheir dnvcways 1n a determmed ell on tO deter any
motorist's attempt to turn the mse lves around, and therefore
become a "spec1ade" those buckets are so muc h more auractJve.

The fact that Unzversity He1ghts IS si• percent overt he
n.lllonal average for domesric vtolence,and that on Loyola
Avenue .1john Cmoll studem w;~s allegedly oss.1ulted last year
(A morher who was a resldem of th1~ ver ·sa me sr rect corn-

pl<llncd to fllf Sun l'rtS> this paS1 summer "'1''"8 th.H the
congesth>n that John Carroll "udcms cau;ed on moving·out day
was THF b1gge" pwblun mthe cny. anu the m<>"t d;mgcr to her
children) &fore compbmmg perh.1ps there should be"
reLon~idl'rllLO n

ofwhat constirures a d.1ngcrous suuatwn
I ~ w .A (lUll~ d1lten'll1 Unn.ersny He-ight~ moth •r on my

walk. one who was picking up her l3 year old daughter from the
middle school. The schoolgtrl was sweet. innocent and pregnant
1couldn"t help but wonder where exactly the prioritits ol this
commumty lie

1

As I made my way toward the cars that wert parked bumper
to bumper down I rom the corner of
Washington and Miramar.! came to tht
reallzauon to why the pre-adolescents
from Gesu were harassing 1he crossing
guard, raunting him to fight them and
calling him a fat ass and a retard.
It all comes I rom example.The
enmple that the people of University
Heights are sening for their ch1ldren by
singling out students v1a leg1slanon IS
unacceptable his not only d1scrimina•
tory. it breeds Intolerance. How can
someone explain to their child that the reason they d1slike thetr
college·aged netghbors "·just because they are not hke us; and
ex pect thezr ch1ldren to be open-m1ndcd mdividuals who can
adapt to those who may not be like them
Perhaps some are lookmg for perfewon wtthtn thetr
commumty Unf ortunad y, the world

IS an

inconven ient place ,

people need to park onstdc streets, or may need to actually sn m
thetr cars them llurger King parkmg lot and ea1thezr take-out
And while not everyone"-""' pooper·,coopers when the)' walk
thmdc,gs. thb lS the ,.,,l "orld ,1nd not some fc1gned utopza that
~mf '>e'cm rostri\"('

ror

Aml someum" even the sunpl1eSl of thmgs can be
apprc<>>tcd. hh 1alkinga "·•lk!Ot one

Bruce G•.Blair
i:lThe Washmgton Post
Th~ announcement that control of
Russ1a s nuclear launch button w1ll pass
from Prestdem Bons Yeltsm to Pnme MmISter V1ktor Chernomyrdm, tf and when
Yeltsin undergoesheanbypass surgerythis
fall, should remmd the Umted States of the
conunumg penl of Russ tan nuclear weapans. .
.
.
. Wh1 lethe breakup of the Sov tet Umon
m 1991 reduced the threat of a deliberate
nuclear attack, the risk of a breakdown in
the control of those nuclear weapons has
actually grown smce then. Moreover, U.S.
secunty policy toward Russia is partly respons1ble.
. The chances of nuclear catastrophe, acct dental or otherwise, remain remote but
the problems besettmg the complex orgamzattoncontrolhngRusstannuclearweapons needs robe understood and addressed
by Western governments. If they aren't, the
West may discover too late how it unwittingly undercut nuclear safety.
This warning emerges from a decade of
study of Russian nuclearcontroland interviews with scores of Russian experts, ineluding many who designed and operated
the strategic missile forces and their command-control networks. With their help, I
examined the intricate details of Russian
nuclear operations and safeguards and
found several basicdeficienciesandad verse
trends First, as the cohesion of the Russian
military weakens, the danger of unauthorizedactionsbyweaponscommandersand
custodians grows.
Withmanpowerandmaterialshortages
worsening, the nuclear forces cannot es·
cape the demoralization and corruption
already plaguing the regular army. AIthough local commanders need secret "unlock"codesheld by the general staff in Moscow to actually fire any of rhese weapons,
the circumvention of the codes cannot be

four minutes for detecting an attack, and
ano.ther three or fou~ mmutes for top level
dectston-makmg(usmgthefamousnuclear
~uacases). Thedocmneof launch on warnmg has ~en m effect fo: years. What IS new
IS Russia s mcreased reliance on ttfollowmg
the post-1991 disintegration of their conventt.onal forces. And the inherent danger
of thtsqUick-draw posture JS compounded
?ythedetenoratlonofRussta'searly-warnmg network, wh1ch Is falling on hard times
like the rest of its military infrastructure.
These strains on Russian control of their
nuclear forces result from acombinationof
severe demesne problems and long-standing operational practices carried over from
the Cold War. B'ut U.S. poliCies cannot be
held blameless.
. Our daily nuclear posture is d~eply imphcated m the problem because n ,poses a
steadJlymcreasrngthreattoRusstasstrategic forcesandtotheorganization that commands and controls them.
Russian military planners are looking
atasteepdecline in the combat readiness of
Russia's least-vulnerableforces:submarines
at sea and mobile land m1ssiles in the field.
This presents them with a harsh fact: If
Russia faced a foreign missile attack and if
their currem strategic forces were not
launched promptly on warning, then only
a very small fraction of their arsenal, and
possibly none would be able to retaliate
after absorbing the attack. Compounding
Russia's problems are the new D-5 missiles
on U.S. Trident submarines, whose accuracy and short flight times reinforce Russian reliance on quick launch.
The Russian military is responding to
this pres sure in ways that strengthen
nuclear deterrence at theexpenseof operationa! safety. In recent months Russia has
redoubled its efforts to disperse more mobile m issiles on land tosecrethidingplaces.
It also stepped up its training of th e personnel who operate the strategic forces.

ers on sub marines at sea. Second, convulsions at the top of the nuclear chain of
co
·
uldoccur,givenan
unstable political system that still lacks
effective institutionalchecksand balances.
This weakness may be compounded by
the general staff's possession of the codes
that enable senior officers to initiate a missi leattack independentof political authorities.
Third, while Russia's nuclear arsenal
continues toshrink,the Kremlin will retain
strategic submarine forces and increase its
force of mobile land-based ballistic missiles.
This realignment (sought by U.S. arms
negotiators) tends to undermine operational safety because safeguards on mobile
forces on land and sea are inferior to those
on rockets housed in silos. ln a political
crisis these safeguards might degrade further, as the Russian military plans to distribute the ccx:Ies tom iddle-level commanders in the field. A fourth deficiency concerns Russia's nuclear strategy, which still
rests on a philosophy of "launch on warning" which is, launching Russian missiles
-before@ incoming enemy missiles arrive.
That means that Russian authorities
must respond to a warning of an impending nuclear strike within 15 minutes. Pro·
cedures now in place allow only three or

sevena
edented military exercise in
submarines launched missiles simulta neously in the Sea of Okhotsk off the Siberian coast. To compensate for the growing
vulnerability of top command posts in the
Moscow vicinity, the Russian military has
opened, at great expense, a .deep underground command post for the general staff
beneath Kosvinsky Mountain in the Urals.
Another key U.S. program with a strong
negative effect on Russian nuclear control
is the Ballistic-Missile-Defense Program. At
this time the program, designed to enable
the United States to destroy incoming war-

The Carroll News welcomes
letters to the editor, as it is
our way of knowing what you
like or dislike about the CN,
the campus or life in general.
We require that letters be
submitted by noon Monday, in
the CNoffice. to be eligible for
publication. Letters can also
be submitted via e-mail to
CNLETTERS " jcvaxa.jcu.edu.
Letters will be accepted after
noon on Monday only if there is
additional space available. We
reserve the right to edit letters
for
clarity
or
space
considerations. Letters must
be signed and accompanied by
your phone number.

heads, poses a larger political1han strategic
problem for Russian leaders.
But Russian war-planners cannot and
do not ignore the prospect that even a modest anu-misstle program, an mterceptor
system capable only of sh1eldmg U.S. terntory from very limited nuclearstrikes,could
doom their already-feeble deterrent force .
The logic goes like this: The United States
co~lddecimateRussia'snuclearforceswith

a first strike; Russia could then only fire off
a few missiles, which the U.S. ballisticmissile system could intercept.
This apprehension is justified. Today
only about 100 Russian strategic missiles
(carrying as few as 150 warheads) could
survive a sudden U.S. attack After factoring in other causes of anrition , launch fail uresandcommanddisruption,theRussians
can count on less than 50 reliable and controllablenudearweapons,whtletheUmted
States would have thousands.
Adding in a U.S. missile-defense system
could be decisive. According to a Pentagon
report prepared last year for Rep. Floyd
Spence, R-S.C., chairman of the House Na tiona! Security Committee, a modest systern could almost certainly block Russian
missiles carrying less than 50 warheads. ln
otherwords,Russia would no longer project
a credible threat against the United States.
We take these speculative estimates with a
grain of salt but, Russian planners have to
take them with a shot of vodka.
Russia's likely response to losing a cred-

From around the nati•on._

•Views/ Letters to the editor
Budget-slashing Is way
out of control

ible retaliatory deterrent: heavier reliance
on launch on warning and pre-emptive
strikes against threatening adversaries.
Once again, this strengthening of deterrenee would undermine stability and operational safety.
The proposed expansion of NATO imo
Eastern Europe poses similar dangers. It
will likely rein force Russia's growing dependence on nuclear weapons and impel
Russia ro take steps that bolster deterrence
but compromise safety.
For instance, if the Western military alHance included Poland, the Czech Republic
and Hungary, Russia would likely reverse
its present course of deactivating its huge
stockpile of tactical nuclear weapons
Unfortunately, tactical weapons have the
poorest safeguards. Further dispersal of
them beyond the many dozens of depots
already in use would represent a serious
setback for operational safety and safeguards against theft.
Does all this seem academic in this postCold Warera?The issues and threats raised
do seem to invoke rarefied calculations of a
previous era.
But the stress and strain on Russian
nuclear control is very real. Alleviating it
surely counts as a vital U.S. mterest. We
need to pursue policies that encourage the
Russians to reduce theirrelianceon nuclear
weapons.torestraintheirdispersalofweapons and to ease their "hair-trigger" launch
readiness.

Student
organizationsand
extracurriculars are a huge and important
part of the college experience. AtJCU, howThe article by Brian Sparks in the Thurs- ever, they are underfunded and under supday, Sept. 26th article of the CN was defi- ported. When organizations are experinitely a point that needed to be brought up. encing 75% budget decreases, something is
The budget for srudent organizati.ons is of wrong. Make no mistake, the Sociology Asprime importance to everyone except the sociation is not alone in this dilemma.
administrarors atjCU. The budget-slashing that occurred this year, however, is far joy Malek
worse than the image Brian portrayed.
Class of 1997
This year, the Sociology Association received $60. This money is our budget for
the entire 1996-97 school year. Last year, Carroll supports AIDS walk
though, we had $250. What could possibly
To all AIDS walk parttcipants and dobe the reason for sue h a significant decrease?
nors
... Thank you for giving of yourself so
There is no way to reallocate our funds.
Ten dollars of thisamountcan only be used unselfi.shly. Over60 students and admimsto make copies in the copy room of the AD trators walked six and a half miles. In addibuilding. The remaining $50 can only go tion , we were able to present the greater
towards a speaker. Sure, $60 is beuer than Cleveland AIDS task force with a check from
nothmg, but when you can't even use it to monies raised for over $1600.00
Thank you for helpingtoraJseconsciousstart a fundraiser for your club, what good
is it) John Carroll distributes the money m ness m the fight against AIDS.
such a way that they will retain a certain
percentage of it. It workslike "points"a t the Lisa Heckman, Director of Student ActtvtInn Between: you use it, or you lose it. By ties
distributing the money this way, the orga- MaryJude Detesco.Assistant tot he Director
nizations have money that they can't ac-· ·of Student Activities
cess; and john Carroll gets 11 back andre- Tasha Ferguson, Campus Ministry
Monroe France, Student Director
cycles It for the next school year.
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WANTED

Do you need cash? Sell
compact disks in your spare
time. Easy work. Excellent
money. Set your own hours.
Call Ben at 256-4200.
Hundreds of students are
earning free spring break
trips and money! SellS trips
and go free! Bahamas
Cruise $279, Cancun and
Jamaica$399, Panama City/
Daytona $119! Contact us
a
t
www.springbreaktravel.com
or call 1-800-678-6386.
Help Wanted. Free T-Shirt
+ $1000. Credit Card
fundraisers for fraternities,
sororities, & groups. Any
campus organization can
raise up to $1000 by earning
a whopping $5.00 I VISA
application. Caii1-B00-9320528 ext. 65. Qualified
callers will receive a free tshirt.
Looking for an Education
Major to assist 2nd grader

with general homework four Call Anne at 921 -3191 .
nights a week . W ithin
walking distance of JCU. Will Coup le living in Shaker
pay competitive rates. Heights seeks JCU student
Flexible hours. If interested, on Tue. or Thurs. morning or
please call Deb at 371 -4334. afternoon this semester to
care for 10 month old child.
Help Wanted . You can earn Call Eric or Sara at 991-1608.
$480 weekly by assembl ing
circuit boards/electronic
M I S C .
components at home .
Experience unnecessary, Custom color cover pages
will train .
Immediate and overheads! !I Use our
openings in your local area. professional scanners to
Call 1-520-680-7891 , ext. customize your next cover
C200.
page for a research paper,
overhead presentation, or for
Wanted!! Individuals and any other of your scholastic
student organizations to or personal needs. $12/
promote spring break trips. page, discounts available-2
Earn money and free trips. or more pages; quality paper,
Gall Inter-Campus Programs overheads, and assistance
at 1-800-327-6013 or contact included FREE of charge.
us at http://www.icpt.com.
Call 382-5840.

SITTERS NEEDED
Do you like kids and need
some extra cash? Sitter
needed for two girls, ages 3
and 5, in Shaker. Occasional
weeknights I Saturday
evenings. Competitive rates.

50 people needed that are
serious about losing weight.
Lose up to 30 pounds. 30day money back guarantee.
All natural.
Doctor
recommended. Call 3564706.

FOR

Cleveland Orchestra tickets Gy-na: I hear your
for sale - $25 each I 8 biological clock's ticking.
available. Saturday, Oct. 19,
8:.30 p.m. Brahms Piano Misch: Watch the zebra.
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FLORIST
INC.

Flowers For All Occasions
Wedding Specialists
3233 Warrensville Center

BUSES DEPART
SATURDAY, OCTOBER
12ll-IAT 12:30A.M.

INSTANT CREDIT

Initial Teact8tg Alpl'ebel

abbr.

STUDENT LIFE IS SPONSORING BUSES TOTAt\E
VOLUN11ERS TO THE UNFOLDING OF 15 BLOCKS
OF QUILT PANELS.

buses.

/'OJ.,

3 M8J1 /llfJCh spot

4,...,.......
5 IWdod dumoly
e Muollm nMr1

SIGN UP TO GO ON A ROAD TRIP
TO OUR NATION'S CAPITAL TO VOLUNTIER
FOR THE AIDS MEMORIAL QUILT SERVICE!

The cost will
help subsidize

Men who want to be
priests and the women
whc;> love them; next time
on Donahue

Andrea - thanks for the
Twizzler. I'll make sure I

55
57
58
59

Cost is
only $25

return the favor.

SALE

52 _ _ Homer

.F.

110 .. a
- 110 ttte CN Itt:
The Corroll Carrollilew.@jcvaxa.jcu.edu
20700 North P.rk Boul...,
University Helthb, Ohio 44U8

-

Road
Shaker Heights, OH 44122

921-3100
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STUDENT CREDIT SERVICES

I want credit card!;~ innediately.

Houvwooo. A. 33022

I D

Guaranteed Credit Cards With Credit Limits

iDD~

P.O. Box

~5

QUARANTEEDI

Name
I
I
I
I
I

I

Want VISA & MasterCard Credit Cards?

I

Mftss

Cily

PlloiE (
SiSJ~"e

Guaranteed Sl0,000 In Credit!
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